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Regulatory Information

U.S.A.

The HP 48 generates and uses radio frequency energy and may interfere with

radio and television reception. The HP 48 complies with the limits for a Class B

computing device as specified in Part 15 of FCC Rules, which provide reasonable

protection against such interference in a residential installation. In the unlikely
event that there is interference to radio or television reception (which can be

determined by turning the unit off and on), try the following:

m Reorienting or relocating the receiving antenna.

m Relocating the HP 48 with respect to the receiver.

For more information, consult your dealer, an experienced radio/television

technician, or the following booklet, prepared by the Federal Communications

Commission: How to Identify and Resolve Radio-TV Interference Problems.

This booklet is available from the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,

D.C. 20402, Stock Number 004-000-00345-4. At the first printing of this manual,

the telephone number was (202) 783-3238.

Europe

Declaration of Conformity (according to ISO/IEC Guide 22 and
EN 45014)

Manufacturer’s name: Hewlett-Packard Co. Hewlett-Packard Co.

Manufacturer’s address: Corvallis Division Singapore (PTE) Ltd.
1000 NE Circle Blvd. 72 Bendemeer Rd.

Corvallis, OR 97330 01/01-07/07

Singapore 1233

declares that the following products:

Product name: HP 48G Series calculators

conform to the following product specifications:

EMC: CISPR 22:1985 / EN 55022 (1988): Class B,
IEC 801-2:1991 / prEN 55024-2 (1992): 3 kV

CD, 8 kV AD,
IEC 801-3:1984 / prEN 55024-3 (1991): 3 V/m

Safety: IEC 950 (1986)+A1,A2/EN 60950 (1988)+A1,A2

Quality Department

Hewlett-Packard Company
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Customer Comments
 

Your evaluation helps Hewlett-Packard improve future product

offerings. We appreciate your participation and comments. To request
specific product information, please send a separate letter or inquiry
to the address inside the back cover of this manual.

Please circle a response for the following statements.

HP 48G/GX

Strongly Strongly

disagree Disagree Neutral Agree agree
1 2 3 4 5

I am satisfied with the product documentation ........... 12345

Having a shorter, separate Quick Start Guide is more

useful than having one long manual ...................... 12345

The product is easy to use .........oovviieiiniiiininnn... 1 2345

The amount of material presented in the manuals was:

O About right O Toolittle O Too much

If “too little” or “too much,” please explain: 

 

 

I have an: O HP 48G (OO HP 48GX

For this type of product, I would describe myself as:

O Advanced user QO Intermediate user O New user

Before purchasing the HP 48G/GX, I had experience with

Hewlett-Packard calculators: O yes O no

General comments:
 

 

 

 

Name:
 

Phone: ( ) Occupation:

& 3/94*
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Notice

This manual and any examples contained herein are provided “as is” and are

subject to change without notice. Hewlett-Packard Company makes no

warranty of any kind with regard to this manual, including, but not
limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for

a particular purpose. Hewlett-Packard Co. shall not be liable for any errors

or for incidental or consequential damages in connection with the furnishing,

performance, or use of this manual or the examples herein.

© Hewlett-Packard Co. 1993. All rights reserved.

The programs that control your HP 48 are copyrighted and all rights are

reserved. Reproduction, adaptation, or translation of those programs without

prior written permission of Hewlett-Packard Co. is also prohibited.

© Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York, 1989.

Permission is granted to any individual or institution to use, copy, or

redistribute Kermit software so long as it is not sold for profit, provided this

copyright notice is retained.
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Start Here
 

Welcome to the community of problem-solvers.

As easy-to-use as a calculator. The HP 48G Series calculators use

a special graphical interface, inspired by current generations of

desktop computer software. This interface guides you through your

problem-solving applications smoothly and quickly. Whether you

are solving simultaneous equations, plotting parametric equations,

symbolically solving an integral, or analyzing a set of data, both HP

48 models work in a familiar, intuitive way—performing tasks and

producing readable results.

As powerful as a computer. The HP 48G Series calculators come

with 512K of built-in ROM and up to 128 KBytes of built-in RAM.

All HP 48 models offer you the problem-solving power of specialized

computer software costing hundreds of dollars—handheld power that

you can take with you wherever you need it. The HP 48 family comes

with memory managementtools, a structured programming language,

and extensive input/output capabilities—all characteristic of full-size

computers.
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About the Quick Start Guide

The HP }8G Series Quick Start Guide is designed to help you

learn how to use the HP 48. It is organized into lessons, each of
which guides you through a series of examples that illustrate how to

accomplish some task. Lessons are grouped into chapters.

The HP 48G Series Quick Start Guide doesn’t provide an example

for every feature of the HP 48. But it should provide you with the

understanding and confidence to explore the nooks and crannies for

yourself. Please refer to the HP 48G Series User’s Guide if you want

to explore an application in greater detail.

Here are some suggestions:

m Read lesson 1 first. It shows you how to set up the machine so that

the rest of lessons in the machine will work smoothly. After this,

explore the lessons in any order you find convenient.

m Try the examples. They’ll give you a good idea of how you can use

the HP 48. Actually pushing the keys and watching the HP 48 work

while following along is the fastest, easiest way to learn.

Occasionally, an individual example will build on the results of

a previous calculation or example. (This is especially true for

parameters in the application environments, such as PLOT or

SOLVE.) If you notice that the screen of your HP 48 doesn’t match

the screen shown in the example, simply correct your screen and

then continue with the keystrokes given in the example.

m Don’t panic. You can turn the HP 48 off at any time—when you

turn it on again, it’ll be ready to continue where you left off. If you

run into trouble, see chapter 10, “If Things Go Wrong,” at the end
of this manual.
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Lesson 1: Getting Ready

Here are a few things to do to prepare the HP 48 before you begin.

Turning the HP 48 On and Off

 » Press to turn the machine on. (The key is tL =
000000

  
 

highlighted in the diagram at the right.)

» Press (@) (OFF) to turn it off. The key is a shifted
version of the key (the green (@#) shift).   

 

The calculator will also turn itself off if you haven’t used it for 10

consecutive minutes in order to preserve its batteries. Unlike some

calculators (or computers) you may have used, the HP 48 can be

turned off at any time without risking data loss.

Adjusting the Display Contrast

» With the calculator on, hold down the key and press (to

darken) or (=) (to lighten) the display.

Preparing the Built-In Examples

1. Hold down (a) (highlighted in the diagram at the right)
and while holding it, press (in sequence) (COS)r, (JE,
Ca, es so that you type in the word
TEACH at the bottom of the display. When finished,

release the (a) key.

2. Press (ENTER).

 
 
 

  

 

The TEACH command resets the calculator modes to their default

values and loads a number of example functions, data sets and other

objects that are used in some of the examples in the HP /8G Series

Quick Start Guide and the HP /8G Series User’s Guide.

Whenever you wish to remove all of the objects that TEACH created:

type CLTEACH (holding down the (a) key as in the example above)

and then press (ENTER).
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Setting the Time and Date

1. Open the TIME application,
  
 

3% SET TIME AMD DATE 3:

ne: JB:45:57 AM
DATE: 1+ 3/94 M~DoY

   
   choose

 

      

 

  

  ENTER HOUR
IER(STISITTWT

 

. Type the hour, minutes, and seconds, pressing after

each.
(optional) If you want the clock to report the time using 24-hour
format, press until Z4-F 1s displayed.

Press (») to advance the highlight and then type the day, month,

and year, pressing after each.

(optional) If you want the clock to report the date using
day-month-year format, press CA)(+/=) until +. F.% is displayed.

Press [ik | once everything |1s set as you wish.

Setting the Beeper, Clock, and Fraction Mark

1. Open the MODES utility:

1-4

   
SESE CALCULATOR MODES $8
NUMEER FORMAT: EAs]
AMGLE MEASURE: Degrees
COORD :YSTEM: Rectangular
¥ EEEP _CLOCKE  _FM.

CHOOSE WUMEEFR DIZPLAY FORMAT

[CcHODZ][FLAG]ETT

       @(ones)

 

     

    

  

. (optional) If you want to turn the© beeper off , move the cursor

to the BEEFERfield, and press so that the check-mark

disappears.
  

. (optional) If you want to continuously display the date and time

on the main calculator screen, move the cursor to the {LCE

field and press «CHEso that the check-mark appears.

: (optional) If you‘want to use the comma instead of a decimal

press «iHEso that the check-mark appears.

. Once you have set the options as you wish, press

Start Here



2
Introducing the HP 48
 

This chapter provides a brief introduction to the HP 48—an overview

of its design, operating fundamentals, and far-ranging mathematical

power. Specifically, you will learn how to:

» Use the stack and command line.

» Enter mathematical objects (numbers, equations, matrices,

units).

Enter text, including non-English and mathematical characters.

Correct input errors and edit objects.

Use menus and navigate within them.

v
V

V
v

V9
v

V
v

Explore the various user-friendly environments of the HP 48.
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Lesson 2: Mathematical Objects and the HP 48

The mathematical and scientific disciplines use a wide variety of

objects in the process of describing and solving problems: real
numbers (sometimes with units attached), complex numbers, vectors,

matrices, functions, variables, equations, plots of many kinds, points,

sequences, words and sentences, programs, and so forth.

The HP 48 can use all of these objects and more:

 

 

Labeled Quantity

Equation

Expression

Sequence

Commands

Program

List 
Volume 1s 6.74 ml.

4x3 —5xy? = 9x +y

sin(z).

0,1,1,2,3,5

Draw the plot.

Find square roots.

2, “TWO”, DRAW

Concept Example HP 48 Object

Real Number 14.75 14.75

. with Unit 14.75 m/s 14.75mz

Complex Number 34+ 4 I

... Polar Form Ch. aSE. 1

Ordered Pair (4,-6) Lid ED

Coordinate (8.25,12.1) CELEE. 12010

Symbolic Constant ie fr!

Variable z Fug!

Vector 4h+j— 3k C41 -z 1

... Polar Form C5 «dB 2128

Matrix i 5 PL 2-4 1 3

Lai —-2 1]

Text String Begin here. "Begin here.”

LE gL. Vdml

Penta Ey TEE

HE!

PIMs

Bll 2 38

DREAM

0 DUR MHEG #

= UTHO" DRAW
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By design, the HP 48 makes it easy to move between one type

of object and another as one solves a problem, explores data, or
communicates results. It accomplishes this by using an object stack (or

“stack,” for short).

Envision the stack as a special kind of “card box” in which the HP 48

organizes all of the objects it uses in the course of calculating, solving,

plotting, and evaluating.

Each object, no matter its size, occupies exactly one “card” in the

“card box.” The object on the first “card” is said to be on “stack level

1,” the object on the second card is on “stack level 2,” and so forth.

The stack can contain any number of objects—from zero to as many

as available memory permits.

The main display of the HP 48 is the stack display. It 1s merely a

window showing you a portion of the stack at a time.

 

 
 

 

 

 

4: |

3: | | stack Display
| 2. | Window

1:   
   

Envisioning the Stack

Objects enter and “leave” the stack at level 1. When you enter a

new object, you place it in the front of the “card box” (stack level

1) thereby pushing objects already in the “box” farther to the back

(increasing their stack levels each by one in the process).
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Example: Enter some objects onto the stack: 39.3, { 124 8 }, (4,5),

7, .99479.

Step 1: Enter the first number.

30.3
 

 

    39.3WECTR[MATE]LISTHYPREALEASE

Step 2: Type the delimiters (£) for the list.

(0) ] : 39.3

MECTR[MATR[LISTHPREALEASE

 

Step 3: Type in the contents of the list, separating each with a

space.

1 (SPC) 2 (SBC) 4 (SEQ) 8 HE 39.3

MECTR[MATE]LISTHYPREALEASE    
Step 4: Enter the list.

 

WECTR[ MATER]LIET

Step 5: Enter the remaining objects.

      

  

 

 

  

 

@(0) 4(P)5 © HOME 1
7 (ENTER) 7: T1298
99479 3: (4, 3)

1: . 99479
MECTR[MATE]LISTHYPKELEASE
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Editing an Object in the Command Line

You probably noticed that as soon as you begin typing in an object,

it appears “below” the stack on a line of its own. This line is the

command line. Actually, the command line is more than one line.

It expands as needed to accommodate objects of any size. Objects

in the process of being created stay on the command line until you
press (ENTER), at which point they are placed onto the stack and the

command line disappears.

Making typing errors while creating numbers and other objects is a

common problem, but one that is easily fixed. After all, the command

line is designed to be a preliminary work area where you can create,

edit, or refine an object before you decide to enter it, thus declaring it

“ready.”

As long as you see the command line, you can edit whatever you're in

the process of creating. Here’s a list of the editing keys and what they

do:

Erases the entire Command Line, causing it to disappear

until you start typing again.

Moves the cursor (#) to the left.

Moves the cursor to the right.

Moves the cursor to the line above (for objects requiring

more than one line).

Moves the cursor to the line below (for objects requiring

more than one line).

Erases the character to the left of the cursor.

F
©

=
O
O

DEL Erases the character underneath the blinking cursor.

Each of these keys are editing keys only while you are using the

command line. At other times, each key performs the action printed

above it. When there’s no command line, («) becomes (DROP),

becomes (CLEAR) and so forth. This allows you quicker access to these

operations (you need not press the @ shift key first).

Introducing the HP 48 2-5



Removing Objects from the Stack

Example: Now remove (“drop”) objects from the stack.

Step 1: Drop just the object in level 1. Notice that all other objects

drop a level in the process.

DROP)
 

 

 

WECTR[MATE]LISTHYPREALEAE]

Step 2: Clear all objects from the stack.

 

CLEAR
 

WECTR[ MATE]LISTHYPREALEASE]

 

Step 8: Oops! You are not sure that you really wanted to do that

last (CLEAR). Restore the stack to the way it was before the

last operation.

@(00)
     
 

 

HOME I

F
o
n
e

rh

~
~

— m
a

+ 0

 

WECTR[MATE]LISTHYPREALEASE

Step 4: After reviewing the stack objects again, you decide that you

were right the first time. Press (CLEAR).
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Lesson 3: Entering Characters

There are over 200 characters available on the HP 48. They can be

used in text strings and, with a few restrictions, in variable names and

equations. Most of these characters are available on the Alpha ((a))

keyboard, and all are accessible using the CHARS feature.

The (a) Keyboard

The (@) key is a special shift key that converts the

keyboard into a kind of typewriter. Whenever you see the

d annunciator at the top of the display, the next key you

press will type its alpha character instead of performing

its operation.

 

 
Only the upper-case English letters are printed on the keyboard (in

white at the lower-right corner of the respective key).

You can turn on the d annunciator (that is, enter alpha mode) several
ways, depending on what is most convenient for you:

(@) Enters alpha mode for the next keystroke only.

@)®& Enters lowercase (@)) alpha mode for the next
keystroke only.

@E Enters extended ((@)) alpha mode for the next
keystroke only.

(@)(@) Locks alpha mode on until you press (a), (ENTER), or

(CANCEL).
(a)(hold) Enters alpha mode for as long as you hold the (a) key

down. You can press other keys meanwhile.

@)@)@D(@) Locks lower-case alpha mode on until you press (2),

Some examples of the alpha keyboard are shown below:

@A@B@@C — FEC
(@)(hold) A B C (release) — FEC
@@ABC) —> AEC
@A@@&B (@)C — Abi
(@)(hold) A @@B C (release) ==» AL
@@A@B C[) — Abi
@@@ABC) —_ mh

Introducing the HP 48 2-7



Special Characters

 The CHARSfeature allows you to find any character and

put it into the command line as if you had typed it from
 
 

 

 

 
the keyboard. Press (@) (CHARS) and go exploring.

The 256 characters are collected into screens of 64 characters each:

 

 

 

    

  

   

 

22 CHARACTERS 0-g3 22

NEEL CY Eh, =,
A1234567089: jE=57

KEY: (NOME) MUM: 0

 

  

2 CHARACTERS BY-127 saa

BARECDEFGHIJKLMHO
PARSTUYVMHEYZL[-1"_
*abcdefghijklmno
parstuvuxgzyL | F~#

KEY: otr[ENTER] NUH: 64
IEETREET

 

      

  
    

 

 
 

SESE CHARACTERS 12-191 SEs
Axel rEZkmatazarel
TodemBAPOTATO nw

i EfO¥ |S B24 --H"
B23 pf. t2eA

KEY: pr[SPC] MUM: 128

Move around in CHARS. Press

the four screens. Press the arrow keys to move the cursor around

within a screen. Notice that the alpha keyboard equivalents for the

highlighted character are displayed next to KE":

display.

 

 

 

   

      

    

 

coosCHARACTERS 192-255 oe

BaatARECEERET 1]
PRHOGSGEGXSOOL0OVER
45855 3mcaEdEiiia

dAssddo+sudliugpyg
KEY: AC? HUM: 192

IEETHETTEET

  

or +#4 to switch between

at the bottom of the

Once you've highlighted a desired character, pressing EH places

the highlighted character in the command line. Press to exit

the CHARS feature.
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Lesson 4: Using Menus

The HP 48 employs 49 keys to access over a thousand operations.

This greatly extended keyboard is due primarily to the use of menus.

A menu is a set of operations defined for the six white menu keys on

the top row of the keyboard. The current operations are described by

the six menu labels on the bottom row of the display.

 

 

x Oo = m L
d

 

F
r
e
t

(ErniVE i EERMenu labels
J

..a.oO..OO. ——Menu keys

 
         

Some menu labels are displayed with a small “tab” attached to the

top left-hand side of the label. These “tabbed” operations do not act

on data; they are navigational, simply leading to a different menu or

application.

The Key

Menus often contain more than six operations. When

they do, they have multiple “pages.” The key

brings up the next page of the current menu. Pressing

@D(PREV) brings up the previous page of the current
menu.

 
 

  

 

Occasionally, you will want to quickly oscillate between two

different menus. Pressing @)(MENU) brings up the menu displayed
immediately before the current one.
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Lesson 5: A Brief Tour of the HP 48

As compact and powerful as the stack is for manipulating objects,

there are many kinds of problem-solving situations which demand

special working environments tailored to specific needs. This lesson
takes you on a short tour of the various user-friendly environments

that comprise the HP 48.

Entry Environments

You have already seen the main entry environment on the HP 48—the

command line. However, among the mathematical objects handled by

the HP 48 are objects whose natural format is not well-suited to the

command-line display.

Creating Equations: @&) (EQUATION)

Algebraic equations and expressions can be entered as

you are accustomed to seeing them using a special entry

environment, the Equation Writer. The EquationWriter

is handy for writing any equation in a familiar form (see

lesson 6 for a worked example).

 
 

  

 

  

 

[VECTR[MATE]HYPPROEREALEAE]

 

2 2

2 + +l ole)
x? + 5 WS

[MECTR[MATER]HYPPROEREAL[EASE]

"rx 2 he ro
2| + 1+ bo du 25 Iz del

[VECTR[MATE]HYP |PROE |REAL [EASE]

0
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Creating Matrices: (£8) (/ATRIX)

You can also enter a matrix in a form similar to its

depiction in books—using the special Matriz Writer entry

feature. It can create either real or complex matrices.

Lessons 20 and 34 contain worked examples using the

MatrixWriter.

 

C
U
W
N   3—1 —-2421

—6 447   EE EEE ET OES
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Creating Pictures: (@&)(PICTURE)

 
 
 

 
Guide for more about freehand drawing.

 

 

PICTURE provides access to the HP 48 graphics

“blackboard” (called PICT). Graphs are plotted and
freehand drawings are created and displayed on this

blackboard. See chapter 6 of this guide or chapters
22-24 of the HP }8G Series User’s Guide for more about

plotting. See chapter 9 of the HP J8G Series User's

Samples:
 

 

TI
 

TEACE]FCN EDIT

 

 

 

   

 

   
Application Environments

Each of these applications facilitates your interaction with a particular

kind of problem or activity. Some use input forms and choose lists

that prompt you for the necessary information and conveniently

display your options. To peek at an application, press the appropriate

keys; to exit from a form or list to the stack display, press (CANCEL).

Solving Equations: (@)(-0Lvt)

 

2-12

 

that you want to solve.
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The choose list in SOLVE allows

you to select the kind of problem : [Solve diff equ
: [Solve paly.

Solve lin sus.
Solve finance.

 



Plotting Functions: (8) (.01)

PLOT allows you to select any

one of 15 plot types. The input

form you see adjusts to show the

options available for your selected
plot type.

 

Symbolic Math: @)(-E0LIC)

The SYMBOLIC application

contains special calculus tasks as

well as general purpose symbolic

manipulation. 

 

Time Management: (2) (111)

You already used TIME in the

first lesson to set the time and

 
 
 

date. You can also use alarms to

help manage your time.  

 

Statistics and Data Analysis: (#8) (7/7)

 The STAT application allows you

to enter data into a matrix and to

collect descriptive statistics or run

a regression on it.

 
 

  

 

Unit Management: @)(U1115)

UNITS allows you to attach any

of over 100 units to real numbers.

The HP 48 can keep track of units

during calculations.

 

  

 

H-VIEW: —5.5 6.5
_AUTOSCALE ¥-VIEW: =32,1 32.2
INDEP:

 

ENTER FUMCTION(S) TO PLOT
EDIT[CHOOSE] CEE

 

   

  

Differentiate.
Taylor poly.
Isolate war.
Solve quad.

cL]OF.|    

 

  

 

 

Set alarm.
Set time, date.

[11| [thNiL]OK|

 

 

Frequencies,
Fit data.
Summary stats.

INT

 

 

   

 

 

{ HOME }

4:

3:

i
[LENS |AKER |VOL |TIME[SPEED]MASS)
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Printing and Data Transfer: (@)(1/0)

  The 1/0 application allows you to

print objects or to transfer data

between two HP 48s or between

the HP 48 and a computer.

 

  

 

Using External Programs: (@)(crARY)

The LIBRARY application helps

you manage and retrieve external

programs and other objects stored

on plug-in cards or in backup

memory.

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Using Built-In Equations: (#8)115)

The EQ LIB application allows

you to select from over 300

built-in equations and use them to Forces and Eneray
asses

solve problems. Heat Transfer 1
ETETET(TTIITT

 
 
    

 

Utility Environments

There are four special interactive environments that help you to

manage and organize your work and control the way your calculator

functions. You will use these environments independently and in

combination with the applications.

Editing Previously-Created Objects: @)(cDiT)

 The EDIT environment is an

expanded version of the command

line and is used to edit objects

after they've been entered onto

the stack.

 
 

 

     46,(R2-0)+4(E+H-K
“LIHEA(RTEHIERHE)
SKIPIEIP+£UEL[DEL[INS+3TE]
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Setting Calculator Modes: (@)(1/0DE<)

You visited MODES in lesson 1.

It is used to set the various

calculator modes and to change

flag settings. 

 

CALCULATOR MODES
NUMBER FORMAT: EXE]
ANGLE MEASURE: Degrees

COORD SYSTEM: Rectangular
¥BEEPER _ CLOCK _FM.

CHOOSE NUMEER DISPLAY FORMAT
|TcHoos[[FLAS[ihNiL]OK |

 

Storing, Retrieving, and Organizing Variables: @)(1/EVORY)

 
 MEMORY allows you to name,

store, view, retrieve, purge and

rearrange any objects stored in
your user memory.

 

  

 

OBJECTS IN { HOME EXAMPLES }3§

FRGS: DIF MEDIAW « ..
PLOTS: DIR XKSIN « Ru.
EGNS: DIR OME 'SINC.
XTILE: « SWAP SORT ..
PURGEX: « HOME 'EXA..

ECIT[HOO]CHE]NEMCOPY[HOVE]

    

      

  

 

  

 

Viewing and Organizing Objects on the Stack: (@)(-1/CK)

 STACK allows you to view and

manipulate the objects in

temporary storage on the stack.

 
 

  

 

 

{ HOME }

3: 5
3 "67 (RBE-9)+4-(6+R-..

{:

 

'COSc 220),

[ECHO |MEW |PIC: |ROLL[ROLLUTLIT
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Arithmetic
 

This chapter shows you how to:

» Calculate using real numbers.

» Calculate using fractions.

» Calculate using symbolic variables.

» Calculate using complex numbers.

» Calculate using units.
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Lesson 6: Doing Arithmetic

There are actually two different ways that you can “do” arithmetic on

the HP 48. The stack method is most convenient when you want to

perform immediate calculations involving one or more numbers. The

algebraic method is most convenient when you wish to describe your

calculation as a formula (so that you can verify it or reuse it) before
evaluating it.

Stack Method

Look at an example of the way the stack works during a calculation.

It works very much like the pencil-and-paper arithmetic taught in

elementary school. For example, to find the difference of two numbers

(such as 8.9 and 7.2), you first write them both onto the paper and

then subtract: g

“tz
1 #

Using the stack for arithmetic on the HP 48 exactly mirrors the

manual process. Enter the numbers (or arguments) first, then perform
the operation.

Example: Subtract 7.2 from 8.9 on the HP 48.

Step 1: Enter the numbers. Notice that you enter numbers in the

same order that you would write them on paper.

8.9 (ENTER) 7.2 (ENTER 7 B8.9

1: fe
MATE] LISTHYPKEALERE

        

Step 2: Perform the subtraction. The subtraction operation removes

the objects on the first two stack levels (noting the order)
and returns the difference back to level 1.

1:oO 1.7
MECTE[MATE]LIST |HYP |REAL |EWZE |
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This process of entering numbers onto the stack and using numbers

from the stack during calculations underlies everything the HP 48

does. This approach makes it easy for the calculator to work very

efficiently because the results of one calculation are left sitting on the

top of the stack ready to be used by any other command.

Example: Divide the previous result by 1.3. The numerator—the

result of the previous calculation—is already entered, so

you only need to enter the denominator and divide.

    

The next few examples use a keystroke-saving shortcut that you

haven’t seen yet. When calculating with the stack, “mathematical”

keys, such as (1), causes an automatic before it executes its

action. This allows you to use the sequence, 8.9 7.2 (=) instead

of 8.9 7.2 (2), to subtract 7.2 from 8.9. In short, it
saves you a keystroke.

Work the following short examples of stack arithmetic that use

the fourth-row mathematical keys. Notice in particular how each

operation leaves the results ready for the next operation.

Example: Calculate gz

(CLEAR) 62.5 B16
MECTR[MATH]LISTHYPREALEASE    

Example: Calculate 2072.

(CLEAR) 20 2 9 Li . ABES
VECTR[MATE]LITHYPREALEASE]    

Example: Calculate 4e2V5,

(CLEAR) 4 (ENTER) 2 (ENTER) 5

B&D

 

Li: 324. 1748498355
[VECTE|MATE]LIZTHYPREALEASE]    
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Example: Calculate

15
06 145 @ @

TERIA5°

1: 17, 2413793163
MECTE[MATR]LIZT|HP|REAL[EASE]    

Algebraic method

The HP 48 is as proficient with algebraic arithmetic as it is with

stack arithmetic. Unlike the direct, immediate approach of stack

arithmetic, the HP 48 also allows you to enter a computation as an

algebraic formula so that you can inspect it or store it for later use.

This method also has two steps: first create and enter the formula,

then evaluate it to compute the result.

 You must surround an algebraic formula with

tick-marks (* ') so that the HP 48 understands that you
want to treat the mathematical operations as a formula

instead of as a series of direct commands. The “tick” key

((C)) is highlighted in the diagram to the left.

 
 

  

 

Example: Calculate . using the algebraic method.

Step 1: Enter the algebraic expression.

   1 2.5 :D1OF Capon

 

Step 2: Evaluate the expression to obtain a numerical result.

SAT 1: .H1ERECTRIMATR]LIST

1

NIP

|

REAL]ence    

Example: Calculate 202.

(CLEAR) (0) 20 0%) (FFA) 2 (EVAL)  ABES
MECTR|MATE]LISTHYPREAL[ERZE]    

Example: Calculate 4e2V5,

CENOIO@® |
@ 5 EAD
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Example: Calculate 55.

CER) 0) 15 @ @() 06
(0 14.5 (EVAD)

1: 17.24137931H3
LIZT HYP KEAL ERZE    

Using the EquationWriter

When the equations or calculations get more complicated, the

HP 48 offers a special way to enter algebraic expressions—the

Equation Writer. You don’t use tick-marks in the EquationWriter

because everything you create there is an algebraic. Try some

examples to see how it works.

Example: Repeat the previous example using the EquationWriter.

Step 1: Call up the EquationWriter and enter the equation.

@(EQUAToN)
15 (3) .06 (x) 14.5 {5

-BE-14. 50

 

 

MECTE[MATE]LISTHYPREALBASE

Step 2: Evaluate the expression.

I: 17.2413793163
MECTE[MATE]LIZTHYP REAL ERZE      

Example: Using the EquationWriter, find a real number

approximation for the following expression:

 

 

Step 1: Create the large parenthetical expression.
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@(EcuaTion)
IW
@2R1W
CAEIGRYEY
E583 W
=) 7    riaNESEEREERE

Step 2: Advance the cursor until it is outside of the closing
parenthesis. Currently, it is “buried” within layers of

subexpressions—square roots and quotients.

(») (8 times)
(or (@)(®) as a shortcut)

 

op[7
CraMERET

 

Step 3: Finish entering the expression. Notice that you begin a

numerator with more than one term by using the (A) key.

The formula is displayed on stack level 1 in its “one-line”

form, which is the form in which you must enter it if you

didn’t have the Equation Writer to help you.

  

 

®@)3D23)3 1: "C14(201+(3-01 +]
B®) ©) ®) (or (0) 11 SHEET

Step 4: Make a copy of the expression by “entering” it again. Then

evaluate the copy.
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Lesson 7: Finding and Using More Math
Functions

The HP 48 has many more math functions than can be fit onto the

keyboard—even using the two shift-keys. The others are collected and

organized into menus that you can access using the key in the
second-row of the keyboard.

Example: Find 15 percent of 145. The * command is in the MTH

REAL menu.

Step 1: Clear the stack and enter 145 and 15. Then get the MTH

menu.

1: 145

to a

 

MTH

Step 2: Get the REAL submenu, find the % command, and calculate

15% of 145.

EEHRL

 

Example: Find 6! (6 factorial). The | command is in the
probability (MTH PROB) menu.

Step 1: Clear the stack and key in 6. Then get the MTH PROB

menu.

CLEAR 1:

6 (MTH FROB b#
[(COME[PERM]![RAND]BDZ|

Step 2: Execute the ! command to find 6!.

a at
1: Fh
[CORME[PERF]![RAND|BDZ ||
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Lesson 8: Arithmetic with Fractions

Fractions—whether they are proper, improper, or mixed—can

be represented on the HP 48 as algebraic expressions. Use the

EquationWriter to enter fractions.

Example: Add > and 12.

Step 1: Begin the Equation Writer and type in the first fraction.

(CLEAR) @)(EQUATION)

RE

 

 

Step 2: Type in the second fraction. Note that when you enter a

mixed fraction you must include the + between the integer

and fractional parts.

1 (D3 E)4
 

 

Step 3: Evaluate the expression. It will display as a decimal.

1: 2. 16666666667
[COME|PERM]![RAND]KOZ|

Step 4: Convert the decimal to a fraction.
 

   @(=VVEOoLIC) (NXT) 1: ‘13-6
[FMAT[EHAT]30[3am]|[APPLY  
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Lesson 9: Arithmetic with Symbols

Arithmetic using symbolic variables is very much like arithmetic using
numbers. You can make symbolic calculations on the stack the same

way you make numeric calculations—except you use algebraic objects
(and tick-mark delimiters) instead of just numbers.

—axrExample: Use symbolic math to create the equation y = 1 —e¢

Step 1: Enter y and the number 1.

CLEAR) :

O@@YETE | EER) |

 

Step 2: Enter the argument —az.

DOPE®D@X
: =L

THATIEHAT]*@[30m]|[APPLY]

 

Step 3: Calculate e=9%,

    

  

J: 1

ct 1
1: ERP-a%w)
FETTEENEElICT  

 

Step 4: Subtract to calculate 1 — e=%%.

(3) 2 1,1!

I: 1-ERP(=a)
[+HAT[4HAT]#0[*#@w]|[RPPLY|

 

Step 5: Form an equation from the two expressions.

&=)

 

    
   

 

   

2

1: 'y=1-ExP(-a%u)’
ETEETLEEETTEOCT
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Lesson 10: Arithmetic with Complex Numbers

The complex-number capabilities of the HP 48 can affect the results of

real-number operations. Certain calculations that would result in an

error on most calculators yield valid complex results on the HP 48.

Example: Find the square root of -4.

ADB) 1: (8,2)
[+-HAT[HAT]#0[30m]|[APPLY]    

The answer is a complex number—displayed as an ordered pair. The

first term is the real component and the second is the imaginary

component. This answer is 0 + 2¢ or just 2¢ (the principal square root

of -4).

Complex numbers can be expressed in two forms: rectangular

(z + yi) and polar ( r(cosf + isin) ). The HP 48 can handle both
forms, although they are entered as ordered pairs, (z,y) and (7,6),

respectively.

A complex number, like a real number, is a single object. Many

functions that work with real numbers also work with complex

numbers. You can use complex numbers as arguments for arithmetic

operations, and you can use them in symbolic expressions.

Example: Enter the number 3 + 4: (rectangular coordinates). Use
the key to separate the two coordinates.

3 (SPC) 4 (ENTER) 1: (3, 4)
&) EGEELEEEEEETCT

    

Example: Enter the number with magnitude 5.39 and phase 158.2

degrees (polar coordinates).

Step 1: Set the angle mode to Degrees, then type in the number.

(Note that the X character is located above the key.)

@®(ones) M@Dok : ——_ (3,4)
- & -

&(539 @(=) 158.2 [+HMAT+HAT]#0[#2]|[APPLY]
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Step 2: Enter the polar number on the stack. It’s converted to match
the current coordinate mode (in this case, Rectangular

mode).

     
    

(3,4)
1: (-5.HH45306H689,

¢. 8167263362)
ECTEEEElICT

Step 3: Now change the coordinate mode and watch how the

complex number changes. (POLAR is located above the

key.)
@000)   

    
2: (5,453. 1301823542)
1: (5.39,£158.2)
FHATIAHAT]+2[2am]|[APPLY]

Change the coordinate mode back to Rectangular (press (@)(FOLAR)
again) before you go on.

Try some examples to see how easy complex numbers are to use in

calculations.

Example: Calculate:

(9+ 40) + (—4 + 37)

(341)

Step 1: Enter the first two complex numbers.

(CLEAR)

@(1) 9 GPO) 4 ENTER)
@(COE?

Step 2: You do not need to press before pressing (1).

12, 2 (9,4)

FETTTNETElNTCTT    

    

      

© 1: (3,7)
EETTTETEIEICLS

Step 3: Divide the result by 3 + 1.

@&()3EI1IE 1: (£.2,1.6)
AHATHAT]32[*0mw]|[APPLY
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Example: Find the square roots of 8 — 61.

Step 1: Type the complex number.

@(1) 8 GEO 6 GO) (8 -6)
AMAT[EMAT]+2[30m]|[APPLY]    

Step 2: Find the principal square root and make an extra copy.

: i
FTETI
 

Step 3: Find the conjugate root.

(MTH) (NXT) CHFL (NXT) 2 (3-1)
)

Algebraics containing complex numbers can be manipulated

symbolically in the same way as real-number expressions.

Example: Calculate the sine of (.6,2).

QO @&() s@L)2 1: os 12429545641,
993377649)

EBA) [SIGN]NEG[CONJ]|||

Example: Use the EquationWriter application to enter an expression

representing the complex number 2 — 2iv/3. Then evaluate

the expression to get a complex result.

Step 1: Enter the expression.

@D(EQUATION) 1: 1Dxiel3
2 (=) 2 (@)@)! (x) 3 (ENTER) EEEELI

Step 2: Convert the expression to a number.

&(uv) 1: (2,-3.46418161514)
EIENITER(CNII      
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Lesson 11: Arithmetic including Units

You needn’t calculate with numbers separated from their natural

measurement units if you use the HP 48. A unit object is a real

number connected to aL measurement unit with an underscore

allows you to ‘attach units to numbersand then do arithmetic with the

resulting unit objects. As long as you attach the correct units, it will

keep track of the units as you calculate and report the answer in any

appropriate measurement you want.

Example: Create the unit object ZZ kgm2s,

Step 1: Enter the Units Catalog, key in the value and append the

 

first unit.

(CLEAR) @B (UNITS) 1: 32_ka
32 oz ED

|

KS

|

3

|

LE

|

02[SLUG]LET

|

Step 2: Append the second unit. This requires that you return to

the main Units Catalog screen and select a different category.

Note that appending a unit to an object with a unit already

attached implies a multiplication of the units.

l: 32_ka¥m™e
EEEEEIEENEEEITE       

Step 3: Append the remaining units in the denominator. Note

that pressing the right-shift (((»)) before the desired unit

implies a diviston—that you want to append the unit in the

denominator instead of the numerator of the compound unit.

1: I_kaEmEsse
EEEENEELETIEEETE      
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Converting Units

Example: Convert 18_atm (atmospheres) to mmHg (millimeters of
mercury).

Step 1: Create the unit object 1&_atm.

res 1: 18.atm

Step 2: Convert to millimeters of mercury. Note that pressing the

left-shift (@)) before the new unit converts the previous unit
object to the new unit.

 

&rnnH 1: ¢6EE_mmHg
ITEELEETGEEETAEET

 

As you perform arithmetic with unit objects, the HP 48 keeps track of

the units for you. When different unit objects of the same category

are added (or subtracted) the result is automatically converted to the
units of the last unit object entered (the level 1 object).

Example: Add up the following lengths and report the answer in

centimeters: 41 mm, 19 in, 5 ft, and 12 cm

Step 1: Enter the unit objects onto the stack.

Eo,
 

 

  
Step 2: Add up the units. Because the level 1 object has =ras its

unit, each addition converts the total to centimeters.

1: 216. 76_cm
MCH[MHv0FTIN|
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One final example illustrates the ability of the HP 48 to factor the

unit expression.

[
a

i
aExample: Factor HM (Newtons) out of Zi. 5_ka#m™

Step 1: Enter the unit object.

on5) 1: 3.2_kog¥m2,572
Cop@(UnrTo) |ETNETE

@0)
     

  

Step 2: Key in the unit to be factored, using i as its value.

@0) | FORE | 3.5.kewn2/5"7
NJOYNGFKIPLEFPOL

 

Step 3: Perform the unit factoring, using the Units Commands menu

(@UNTS)).
@(UNITS) LFALT 1: 3. 3_N#m

[CONV[UERZE[UVAL[UFACT]*UNIT]|    
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4

Understanding and Using Memory
 

Although the Stack can contain many objects, they can all be deleted

with one press of the key. A better place to store information

for later use is in User Memory. This chapter explains how memory is

organized and how you manage it. Specifically, you'll learn to:

» Understand the memory in the HP 48.

» Understand variables and directories.

» Create variables.

» Organize your variables.

» Edit and purge variables.

» Use variables in calculations.
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Lesson 12: Understanding Memory

Thus far it has been convenient to think of the HP 48 as a

calculator—albeit an advanced calculator. However, when considering
its memory, it is better to think of it as a computer.

The basic unit of storage on a desktop computer is the named file. On

the HP 48 the basic unit of storage is the named object, or variable.

Unnamed objects can exist on the stack, but, like computer files, must

be named in order to be saved. Envision a variable as a named storage

area containing an object.

Variables, reflecting the objects they contain, vary widely in both

size and type. Like stored computer files, variables are organized into

directories— “file folders” —that make 1t convenient to find them later.

Example: Determine the amount of memory (in bytes) currently
available to store HP 48 variables.

@(WEWORY) MEN

Variables on the HP 48 are stored in SYSRAM—or on a plug-in card

in the case of the expandable HP 48 models. SYSRAM memory is like

a desktop computer’s Random-Access-Memory (RAM) except that it
is non-volatile—it isn’t erased when the HP 48 is turned off.

The figure below shows how the HP 48 divides up the SYSRAM and

the type of variables (in parentheses) stored in each section:

Partitions move depending on current allocation of memory
 -
 

System Available Memory Stack Port 0

(system) (local) (global)

:

(port)

1

1

Program | User
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1   
Schematic view of SYSRAM in the HP 48
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Notice that there are several kinds of variables indicated in the

diagram:

System variables. These variables are hidden from you, but are used

and updated by the operating system to keep track of everything as

you work.

Local variables. These are temporary variables, created by a

program, that only exist during the execution of that program.

Global variables. These are variables you create (by assigning a

name to an object) and can edit, evaluate, and manipulate. They

are stored in user memory, where they are quickly and immediately

accessible. Global variables are hierarchically organized into
directories.

Port variables. These are like global variables except that you may

not edit them and they cannot be hierarchically organized. They

are stored in port memory, where they are in “long-term” storage.

The HP 48G model only has one port (Port 0), but the HP 48GX

model can be configured with as many as 32 additional ports (each
containing up to 128 KB of memory).

The remaining lessons in chapter 4 illustrate some of the common

things you can do with user memory and global variables. The

HP 48G Series User’s Guide gives you more information about the

“boundaries” within SYSRAM and otherwise managing memory

(chapter 5) and how to use and access port memory (chapter 28).
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Lesson 13: Creating (Naming) Variables

To name an object is to create a global variable. You store an object

in user-memory by giving it a name. You can use descriptive names

for variables. A name can be as short as one letter—or as long as

127. Global variable names can’t be identical to the names of built-in

commands and can’t begin with a number.

There are two ways to create a new global variable:

m From the stack, use (STO).

m From the Variable Browser, use HEM

The following two examples illustrate each method.

Example: Find the square root of 2 and store the value in a variable

named ¢/ (using (STO)).

Step 1: Clear the stack and find the square root of 2.

(CLEAR) 2 (x) Ze
1: 1.41421356237

MATE] LIZTHYP REAL EAZE

  
         

Step 2: Enter the name 11.

(O) @@T! ENTER)

 

  % 1. 41421356237
UECTRIMATR]LIZTHYPREAL]EAZE   

Step 3: Store the object (Level 2) in the name (Level 1). It
disappears from the stack.

STO
MECTR[MATE]LISTHYPREALEASE

 

Step 4: Check your current variable menu to confirm that #1 is

stored. Notice that the names in the menu are displayed in

upper-case for legibility.

VAR [IETTIII|
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Example: Find the square root of 3 and store the value in a variable

named ¢2 (using the Variable Browser).

Step 1: Find the square root of 3.

3 Zs
1: 1. 732H5HEHES
IEC77)III

Step 2: Open the Variable Browser and select HEI.

@(EoRY) HEM  

 

a: MEW VARIABLE 333

OBJECT:
MAME:

— DIRECTORY

 

ENTER NEW OBJECT
ECT JCHOOS]|[CANCL]OK

 

Step 3: Retrieve the object in level 1 of the stack (1/3).

a
  

  

  

   
     

 

MEI VARIABLE 3
OBJECT: BeyebesbaleFry
MAME:
_ DIRECTORY

 

   
ENTER MEW DEJECT
RESET] CALC[TYPES] [CAMCL]OK

Step 4: Enter the name (+) and press [ik . You will see +
with its contents at the top of the current variable list.

D@@T? con 

 

ECT[CHODZ]wCHE]NEWCOPY[MOVE]

Step 5: Exit the Variable Browser by pressing (CANCEL).
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Lesson 14: Organizing Variables

Whenever a variable is created, it is put into the current directory.

Directories let you organize variables into meaningful collections. They

allow you to work with only with one collection of variables rather

than all variables at once. Only one directory at a time is active, or

current. The current directory is shown in the stack display in the line

above the stack levels. (At the moment it shows that HOME is the
current directory.)

Managing and organizing the contents of the current directory is the

primary purpose of the Variable Browser.

Example: Review the contents of the current directory.

@[EvioRY)
then (A) and (VY) as needed 1.41

EXAMPLES: D

|EDIT[CHOD:[CHE]MEW |COPY[HOVE]

 

If the particular variable you're seeking is not in the current directory,

you can always switch to a different directory and look for it there.

Example: Display the contents of the ExAMFLES directory. This

directory and its contents were created by the TEACH

command you executed in lesson 1.

Step 1: Display a list of directories.

CHUM fiiEcTRiEs. r_unwir 3

rai (HOME |
EXAMPLES

PRGS
PLOTS
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Step 2: Select the EXAMPLES directory and switch to it. Notice that

the directory line says « HOME EXAMPLES *. This illustrates

that EXAMPLESis a subset (or subdirectory) of HIME.

W ok  # OBJECTS IN { HOME EXAMPLES
FRGS: DIF MEDIAM « ..
PLOTS: DIRE =SIM < R..
EQHS: DIR OME 'SIHC.
“TILE: « SWAP SORT ..
PURGEX: « HOME 'EXA.

|EDIT[CHOD:[vCHE]MEM[CORY[HOVE]

      
  

  

    
  
  

Sometimes a variable may not be stored in the directory where it is

most useful. You can move any variable to any directory.

Example: Move the variable ZTILE to the FEGE subdirectory of

EaHMFLES.

Step 1: Select the variable to be moved, ZTILE, and press FIVE .

WW (VY) HOVE ; % MOVE VARIRBLECS) 38

NAME: ZTILE
MOVE TO:

  
ENTER YAR MAME OF DIRECTORY PATH
EDIT [CHOO=]|JiAMiL]OF

Step 2: Choose the target directory, where you want to put the

variable, and press ik. (You can also type in the new

path, if you prefer.)

 

HE BS DBJECTS IM { HOME EXAMPLES }E§
FEGS: DIE XTILE « =.

PLOTS: DIR XSIH « R..
EQHS: DIR ONE 'SIHC..
PURGEX: « HOME 'EXA.

  

 

[ECIT[CHODZ[wCHE]MEW |COPY[HOVE]

Step 3: Press to exit the Variable Browser.
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Lesson 15: Editing and Purging Variables

You will often want to modify a variable sometime after you've created

it. This, too can be easily accomplished using the Variable Browser.

Example: Store the text string “HP 48SX” under the name 7X7.

Then change it to “HP 48GX”, updating 7X7 in the

process.

Step 1: Open the Variable Browser and select

@(VEVIORY) HEH
 

 

2 MEW VARIABLE 3355 2

e.ccr:(
MAME:

_ DIRECTORY

 

ENTER MEW DEJECT
TR (TTSIN(TTTIT

 

Step 2: Enter the text string and then the name TXT. Press

(ik. to complete the process. (Notice that two different

methods for alpha-entry are shown.)

®(©@ HP (50) 455X
(a)(hold) TXT (release)

 

OBJECTS IM { HOMEEHAMPLES EE

 

  PRGS: DIR HTILE % Sun
~~ T . mre ~

Step 3: Bring the stored object into the editing environment.

ELIT "HP 485K"
|nimymozrem |

Step 4: Move the cursor to the letter “S”, then delete it and insert

the letter “G.”

(5) (6 times) @G "HP 4854"
[111 [ANiL]OK

Step 5: Save the changes and return to the Variable Browser.

ENTER LE
 

[#neJecTs IN { HOME EXAMPLE: }E#

EEE
PREgEDIRBLILE 2 Zw
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The Variable Browser also allows you to purge variables—several at a
time, if you wish—so that unneeded variables don’t occupy valuable

memory space.

Example: Return to the HOME directory and purge the variables ¢1

and t2.

Step 1: Return to the HOME directory.

CHOOSE @) Ok      
 

   
(OBJECTS IN { HOME 13

AED WrblpT
t1: 1.41421336237
EXAMPLES: DIR TxT ".

    
      

     
 

 

|EDIT[CHOD:]CHEMEH |COPY[HOVE]

 

Step 2: Select the variables to be purged by placing a check-mark in

front of each of them.

 

    

  

  i DEJECTS IN { HOME 13
vo 1. rSzOoB8a7S»

eR

 

 |EDIT [CHOD:]wCHE]MEW |COPY[HOVE] 

Step 3: Purge the selected variables from memory.

 

FRG OBJECTS IN { HOME I 3

 

|RLJPURG]SIZE | JiMiL]OF |

Step 4: Exit the Variable Browser by pressing (CANCEL).
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Lesson 16: Using Variables in Calculations

The variables in the current directory are conveniently available to be

used in calculations and expressions. Pressing the key brings up

a menu of the variables in the current directory. As with all menus,

the and @)(PREV) keys allow you move through the variables
one “page” at a time—forwards and backwards, respectively.

Example: Store the width and length of a 3-by-5 rectangle in W and
L, then use those values to find the area.

Step 1: Enter and store the width and length. (Notice that can

be used to store an object in a variable without using the

Variable Browser.) Press when you’ve finished to bring
up the menu of variables in the current directory.

CLEAR) [ICTS(TTIII |

3 @ETER) () @L GTO)
5 (ENTERIC) @W (GTO)
VAR

Step 2: Recall the two values to the stack using their variable names.

Ct 3
1: 2
CWL[east][||

Step 3: Multiply to find the area.

x) 1: 13
IE7A
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S
Solving Equations
 

This chapter provides a brief introduction to the SOLVE application.

The lessons take you through examples of the primary kinds of

equation-solving that can be accomplished on the HP 48, including:

» Numerically solving for an unknown variable when all other

variables have explicit values.

» Symbolically solving for a variable.

» Finding all roots (real and complex) of a polynomial.

» Solving a system of linear equations.
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Lesson 17: Solving for a Variable—Numerically

If you want a numeric solution for an unknown in an equation, you

can use the root-finding application (HP Solve). You can solve for a

value of any variable without changing the equation—as long as you

fill in values for all other variables in the expression or equation.

You can solve an equation or expression over and over—for different

known values, and for different combinations of known and unknown

variables.

Example: Solve the following expression for z:

6 4 2

2-90 61a _a? B46

This expression was created by the TEACH command

earlier and stored as the variable, RATFUNC in the

EQNS directory.

 

 

Step 1: Begin the SOLVE application and choose Zils

ove) | EEE SILVE EQUATION 38

ENTER FUMCTION TO *OLVE

E0IT [CHOO=[[wks]||

 

Step 2: The Ei: field is highlighted already, so choose RATFUNC

to be the current equation. You will need to switch to the

EQNS directory first.
 

Hons

FOEeo  
ENTER FUMCTION TO SOLVE
EDIT [Hoos][uweks| [EWPR=
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Step 3: Since RATFUNC only has one variable, it must be the

unknown variable. Solve for = by highlighting its field and

pressing SLAVE.

(V) 20LYE
 

  
ex SOLVE EQUATIOM 223

Ec:woCoa+4.(6+
Hr pg

 

ENTER YALUE OF PRESS SOLVE
EDT]|[wAks[INFO[SOLVE  

 

   

Step 4: Press 1 to determine the nature of the most recent

solution found by the root-finder. The Zzmessage

indicates that the solver found a solution—a point where the

expression evaluates to “exactly” (that is, to 12 significant

digits) zero.

 

   

 

 

   
wes SOLVE ECQUATIOM $8 aa

EQ: "E(x2-90 +4A (E+

wt Ber 1.5 |
Zero

 

  
  
   

  
  ENTER VALUE OF PRESS SOLVE

[11|OK

 

Step 5: Press [ik to remove the message box.

Searching for Multiple Solutions

Although an equation or expression may have more than one solution,

the calculator stops when it finds one. Because there was no value

listed for = before you chose to solve for z, the solver began looking
for an answer at = 0 and reported the first solution it found.

However, you can tell the solver to begin its search from a different

point by entering an estimate of the solution before solving for a
variable.

Example: Re-solve RATFUNC beginning with a guess of z = —2.
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Step 1: You're already working with RATFUNC, and the =: variable
field is highlighted, so you are ready to enter the guess.

2 (7) (ENTER)
 

    

 

   ENTER FUNCTION TO SOLVE
[ECT[CHOOZ]| LEER

Step 2: Solve for : again and examine the new solution.

 

      
  
  

SOLVE ERUATIOM 33
Se NS ed oo  Ec:

ue BIE
-3. B8000AEEEE 1
Sian Rewersal

 

       
 
ENTER VALUE OR PRESS SOLVE
IIET

 

Step 3: Press iE to remove the message box.

Interpreting the Results

The Sian Esuverzal message means that the solver has found two

adjacent sample points at which the value of the expression is opposite

in sign, but hasn’t found one sample point that makes the expression

zero (to 12 digits). This can happen at a legitimate solution—the

finite numerical precision making it impossible for the HP 48 to find

the actual zero. But it can also occur at a discontinuity, where the

graph of the equation “jumps” across the x-axis without ever touching

it.

Two kinds of Sign Reversals

BY 
    

 

5
FCNEDITJeANCL

      7
Actual Root Discontinuity

 

ET]GETE
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To decide which case it is, you should find the value of the expression

at the Sign Reversal point.

Example: Find the value of the expression at the computed value of

z in order to decide whether it is a solution to RATFUNC

or represents the location of a discontinuity.

Step 1: Press (A) to move the highlight to the Efi: field and press

EuFR=. The value of the expression at the computed value

of z 1s returned to the stack.

Step 2: Return to the stack to view the value of the expression

(labeled Expt).
 

 

: 1.5
wi -3. ABRAREEARHT
Eup: 133339933903
II

 

Because the value of the expression is not close to zero, in all

likelihood, there is a discontinuity at # = —3. (You can confirm

this by substituting -3 into the original equation and observing

that it generates denominators equal to zero—a sign of a potential

discontinuity.)

In general, whenever you expect multiple solutions, you'll probably

save yourself some time and effort by plotting the expression and using

the graphical analysis tools instead of the SOLVE application (see

lesson 26 for an example).

Press ((2)(SOLVE) ik to return to the SOLVE application and try
solving another equation—this time keying it in yourself.

Example: Find the measure (in degrees) of the largest angle in a
triangle with sides of 4, 7, and 9, with 6 as the largest

angle and c as the largest side). Use the Law of Cosines:

c? =a” + b% — 2abcosb
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Step 1: Move the highlight to the Eis field (if necessary) and enter

the equation. (6 can be typed using (@)@)F or selecting it

from CHARS.)

OE@C FD ?2@0)
@@A)2E@E@B
202 HNO@A ®
@@B ® 03) @@F

Step 2: Store the known values.

9 (ENTER)
4 (ENTER)
7 (ENTER)

Step 3: Solve for the angle (9).

SOLVE

  

 

22 COLYE EQUATION 0
ch2=at2+bt2-2*%a*b..

  

¢I
E: H:

ENTER YALUE OF PREZ: SOLVE

EE EEUTETE
 

 

  SEENSOLVE EQUATION i
Ee: o2==aterhras2¥a¥b..

oI

ENTER VALUE OR PRESS SOLVE
EDT] |[Waki][SOLVE]

 

   

    
  
   

 

 

3 22% SOLVE EQUATION iH
Ec: 'ch2=a™2+b"2-2%a*b..
ca A:

: 7 :

  

   
EMTER VALUE OR PRESS SOLVE
EDT]|[WAR:INFO[SOLVE]

Step 4: How long would side ¢ be if the obtuse angle, 8, was 120

degrees? Enter 120 into & and solve for i.

120

(WV s0LvE
   
 

SU SOLVE EQUATION i
EQ aii2%a%bu.

  
  

     
  
ENTER VALUE OF PRESS SOLVE
ECT |[ARS[INFO[SOLVE]

Step 5: Exit the SOLVE application. Notice that the labeled results

of each execution of Ziil4
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Lesson 18: Solving for a Variable—
Symbolically

The HP 48 also allows you to isolate a variable symbolically—that is,

rearrange an expression so that the desired variable is isolated on one

side of the equal sign. Once a variable is isolated, it is easy to save the

rearranged expression as its definition.

Example: Solve for Ty in the following heat transfer equation, then

create variable TH containing the resulting equation:

qUv=-——1A (Ty — Tp)

Step 1: open the SYMBOLIC application and select I=zil

2a

@vio
OOO

 

      

 

 

 

2% ISOLATE A YARIAELE 23

EXPE:

VAR:
RESULT: Symbol ic _ PRINCIPAL  

 

    

  
ENTER EXPRESSION
EDIT CHOOS]|JEANWGL|Ok

Step 2: Create and enter the equation.

 

 

(EQUATION) ISOLATE A VARIABLE 33

UEC)RE) 3 U=0CAsCTH-TL
YAR:

AX@&E) RESULT: Symbolic PRINCIPAL
(@)(@) TH (=) TL

ENTER EMPRESSION

 

ECT [CHOOSE]|[CAMEL]OK |

Step 3: Specify the variable of solution and solve for it.

WV @T @H Ls TH=OALRTL    VECTR|MATE]LISTHYPREALEASE]
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Step 4: Define a new variable, TH, from this equation. @)(DEF)

stores the expression to the right of the equal sign

('EsLF+TLY) In the variable name to the left of the equal
sign. Press afterwards to view the new entry in the
menu.

0) |IEEE|
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Lesson 19: Finding all Roots of a Polynomial

A polynomial has the same number of roots as its degree—although

not all of these roots will be real or unique. The HP 48 offers an easy

way to numerically calculate all roots—both real and complez—ofa

polynomial. The coefficients of the polynomial may be either real or

complex.

Example: Find all roots of 2° + 2% + 223 — 522 + 32 — 6.

Step 1: Fix the display to two decimal places and then choose the

Solve poly... from the SOLVE choose list.

@00)@F ©)? ETE

®Oo

 

EEE SOLVE AM-HM+...+A1-H+A0 SEEEE
COEFFICIENT: [ AM i Al AO 1:        

  

 

  

ROOTS:

   ENTER COEFFICIENTS OR PRESS SOLVE
EMT] ||[SVME[SOLVE]

 

Step 2: Enter the coefficients of the polynomial, beginning with the

coefficient of the highest degree. Press between each
coefficient.

@ (1) | (59) | (FO) 2 GBD) 5
CH)670 G2 © CD)
  

FEE SOLVE AN-RN+.+RL-Hen0 SHEE
COEFFICIENTS [ AM .. AL AO I:
[112-323-6861

ROOTS:

ENTER ROOTS OR PRESS SOLVE
ET ||[SYME[SOLVE]

    
   

 

      

Step 3: Solve the polynomial.
 

SERE SOLVE AN-RSN+.+RL-Reno SEE
COEFFICIENTS [ AM. AL AD I:
[112-223-6861

ENTER ROOTS OR PRESS SOLVE
EMT] || [SVYME[SOLVE
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Step 4: Exit the SOLVE application and view the results on the

Stack.

NXT ik. or (CANCEL)
 

1: Roots:
[ (A.14,1.88) (4.1.

EHEEEEEEE.       
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Lesson 20: Solving a System of Linear
Equations

The HP 48 can solve a system of linear equations. To create your

system of equations, you can either choose them from among those

you've stored, or enter them directly.

As you solve a system of equations, remember that a system of

equations can be represented by a single matrix equation of the form

AX =B:

Equation Form Matrix Form

3z + y+ 22 = 13 3 1 2 X 13

r+ y— 8z —1 — 1 1 =8||y|=|-1

—z + 2y +52 = 13 -1 2 5 z 13

The HP 48 makes use of this representation to solve systems of linear

equations rapidly and efficiently.

Example: Solve the system of linear equations shown above. (This

example assumes that the current display mode is Std.)

Step 1: Select Zmlue lim sus... from the SOLVE menu.

Cove) 3 SOLVE SYSTEM A-H=B Suns

®@ ok —

ENTER COEFFICIENTS MATRIX A

 

Step 2: Enter the matrix of coefficients (Matrix A) using the
MatrixWriter.

@(/1x) 3 ENTER) 1
(ENTER) 2 (ENTER) (¥) | (ENTER)
| (ENTER) 8 (°F) (ENTER) 1 (FF)
(ENTER) 2 (ENTER) 5 (ENTER)

ENTER ENTER COEFFICIENTS MATRIX A
IER(TTFII
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Step 3: Enter the vector of constants (B) and solve the system.

M@&(D) 13(spA1 SOLVE SYSTEM A-R=E 5

13 (ENTER) nia lA te
SOLVE 2: [ERE 1

 

ENTER SOLUTIONS OF PRESS SOLVE
ECT choos]| |[SOLVE

Step 4: Exit the SOLVE application and view the results on the

stack.

fbi
III
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6
Plotting Equations and Analyzing
Graphs
 

This chapter provides a brief introductionto the PLOT application.

The lessons take you through examples of:

Plotting a simple function.

Modifying how a plot is displayed.

Plotting several functions at once.

Plotting functions of two variables in three dimensions.

Using various plot types.

Finding the roots of a function graphically.

Finding the slope of a function at a point.

Finding the line tangent to a function at a point.

Finding a local maximum.

V
v

V
v

V
v

V
v

V
V
v

V
v

V
v

V
v

V
v

Finding and shading the area under a curve.
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Lesson 21: Plotting a Function

A function takes one or more arguments as inputs and transforms

them mathematically into exactly one output. A function can be

plotted by graphing a series of outputs against a corresponding series

of inputs.

Plotting functions on the HP 48 is a matter of doing the following:

» Entering or choosing the function to plot.

» Declaring the independent variable and the horizontal range of

that you want to view.

» Either declaring the vertical range to be displayed or choosing to

let the HP 48 automatically scale it for you.

» Making sure that the angle mode (Degrees, Radians, Grads) is
properly set.

» Setting the other plot display options.

All of these steps can be accomplished smoothly and quickly in the

PLOT application.

Example: Plot f(x) = sin x.

Step 1: Open the PLOT application. You may or may not already

 

@®ron)   i sae PLOT

™PE: Function a
EQ:
INDEP: J H-VIEW: —6.3 6.3
_RAUTOECALE V¥-VIEW:=32.1 3.2

ENTER FUNCTION(E) TO PLOT

  

EDIT JCHODZ]|

Step 2: Enter the function into the Efi: field.

(GH) @X ENTER)
 

  
TYPE: Function  < Deg
ER: 'SIHCKE)!
iNDEP: Gl]  H-YIEW: —5.5 6.5
_AUTOSCALE ¥-vIEW:-2,1 3.2

ENTER INDEPENDENT VAR NAME
ECT] |[OPTS[ERAZE[DRAL]
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Step 3: The independent variable, i, and its default range

(in H-%IEW) need no changing. To let the calculator
automatically scale the vertical axis for you, make sure that

there is a check-mark in the ALITO: field.

MQ «CHE
 

T :

Ex: 'SIHCKY!
INDEP: H-VIEW: —&.5 6.5

RAUTOSCALE W-VIEMW: Auto

RUTOSCALE VERTICAL PLOT RANGE?
[|[CHE]OPTS[ERASE[DRAM]

 

Step 4: Change the angle mode from [egress to Fadians.

™ >) HE SE i 2
Tr ™PE: Function  «

1%() (ENTER) Ee: "SINCE!
IMDER: H-VIEW: -&,5 6.5
¥ AUTOSCALE Y-YIEW: Auto

CHOOSE AMGLE MEASURE
cHoo:[OPT:[ERASE]DEAK]

 

   po

 
HO

  

Step 5: Erase any previous plots and draw the new one.

 JSg
mb Emr

 

        \/
[ETCENTEWEIT(ETT

Return to the PLOT application by pressing (CANCEL).
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Lesson 22: Modifying the Display of a Plot

There are several display options that are set on the PLOT OPTIONS

screen. The default settings are shown in the figures below.

 

 

PLOT OPTIOMZ
inpEP: Bf] LO: DF 11 HEDF LL
¥ AYES  COMMECT  _ SIMLULT
STEP: [fF 11 _ PIXELS
H-TICK: 18 Y-TICK: 1@  ¢ PIXELS

ENTER INDEPENDENT VAR MAME
ET| |[ANCL]OK |

The Plot Options Screen

 

   
The options available on this allow you to:

» Set a plotting domain (LU to HI) that is different from the
displayed horizontal view. This is particularly useful with

POLAR plots.

» Choose to display the plotted function with (. COHHECT) or

without (_ COMHECT) connecting lines between sample points.
» Choose to display the plots of multiple functions either

simultaneously (» SZIMULT) or sequentially (_ SIMULT).

» Choose to display the plotted function(s) with (. FES) or
without (_ AXES) the coordinate axes. B

» Choose the step-size (STEF)between points sampled during
plotting in either pixels/tick-mark (. FI<ELZ) or coordinate
units (_ FIXELE).

» Choose your own spacing for the tick-marks on the axes

(H=TICEand %-TICK) in either pixels («+ FIXELE) or coordinate
units (_ FIXELE).

To return to the main plot screen after changing some options, press

KE(or (ENTER)). Press CAMEL(or (CANCEL)) if you don’t want
to save the changes.
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Lesson 23: Plotting Several Functions

To plot several functions on the same display, you must enter a list of

functions in the Ef field of the Plot screen. The easiest approach is to

create and name each function and then use the Variable Browser to

select which group to plot. The following example uses functions that

were created and named for you by the TEACH command when you

executed 1t in Lesson 1.

Example: Gather the following functions into a list and store the list

in the Ei: field: ONE, TWO, THREE, and FOUR.

Step 1: In the main Plot screen, move the highlight to the Ei: field

and open the Variable Browser. Note when you access the

Variable Browser from within PLOT, it only displays objects

in the current directory that can be plotted. Move to the

EQNS directory, if necessary, and use the arrow keys to

highlight the ONE equation.

 

(arrow keys) CHOOSE
CHOOSE, select EQHE, OF

or if necessary . | THO:
@or@( ) THREE: '3%Sl..

FOUR: '4#SIHM..
ENTE
|[CHOD:[wCHE]NEWJiRHIL]OF |

 

Step 2: Select the desired functions by putting check-marks in front

of the names.

#CHE
SCHE TEONE

(V) «CHE ne [# THO:SHE INDE °co +THREE: '3%S5I..(V) «CHE CEE
EHTLe——
[___[CHOOZ]wCHE]MEM[thMIL]OK
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Step 3: Enter the list of checked functions into the Efi: field and set

a vertical display range of -4 to 4 (large enough to display

the “largest” function in the list). You must turn off the
AUTOSCALE feature if it is currently checked before you

can see your %-% IEL. Because it uses only the first function

in the list to determine the vertical scale, autoscaling

while plotting a list of functions can give inconvenient and

SUTPTIsIng results and is generally not recommended.

  

   Tope: : Rad
Ee: { PSTN) '2%5 1.
INDER: 3  H-VIEW: —§.5 6.5
_AUTOSCALE Y-VIEW: —4 4

CHOOSE TYPE OF PLOT
[___[cHoo:][OPTS[ERAZE[ORAL]

 

       

  
  

v©
(@ - (»), if necessary

070)(ETE) | (TED   

 

   

Example: Plot the list of functions you just selected. Plot them

simultaneously.

Step 1: Set the Simultaneous plot option.

ET 2 PLOT OPTIONS 33 TR
WM) (>) «CHE INDEP: 3 LD: —6.5 H:GE,S

Tome ¥ ARES ¥ CONNECT MziMuLr
STEP: Df 11 _ PIXELS
H-TICK: 18 VY-TICK: 1@  #PIYELS

PLOT FUNCTIONS SIMULTAMEOUSLY?
ITSICTTA

 

Step 2: Erase the PICTURE display and draw the plot.

AA
 

  

 

nescre

Return to the main PLOT screen by pressing when you've

finished viewing the plot.

You may plot as many functions simultaneously as memory allows—as

long as they are all gathered together in a list. You may either build

this list from a group of already-created variables (as in the previous

example) or enter the list from scratch using the command line.
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Lesson 24: Plotting Functions in Three
Dimensions

There are six different plot types that can be used to help you

visualize functions of two variables. Some of these only plot the given

function within a region in 3-dimensional space, called the View

Volume, defined by ranges on each of the three coordinate axes.

 

 

   
   

 

 

 

Zz
A

View Volume

t » X
Xiet Xiight

Year

v

The View Volume

The other important parameter for three-dimensional plotting is the

eyepoint, the point in space from which you are viewing the View

Volume. The eyepoint determines the way that the View Volume is

projected onto the two-dimensional plotting display.

 

 

   

 

 

  

y Top View
A

Vir T

View Volume

Vea + SO frmtema

View Plane
(parallel to xz-plane)

3 y-axis unit

Eyepoint (Xe,Ye,Ze) Plot Display Screen

The Relationship of the Eyepoint, View Volume, and Plot Display
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Note that the three-dimensional coordinate system on the HP 48

1s somewhat constrained compared to its abstract, mathematical

counterpart. Specifically:

The plot display screen does not rotate in space; it always stays

parallel to the zz-plane and perpendicular to the y-axis. This means

that, visually, “height” is always along the z-axis, “width” along the

z-axis, and “depth” along the y-axis.

The y-axis is always oriented so that negative y-values are “nearer”

and positive y-values “farther” away from the plot display.

The eyepoint must be at least one unit “nearer” than y,.qr

(Ye < Ynear — 1) and can never exist “within” the View Volume.

Whenever you move the eyepoint, you also move the plot display

screen so that it remains exactly one unit away in the direction of

the y-axis.

You cannot plot a “top” view of a function (looking down onto the

zy-plane) simply by moving the eyepoint. (You may simulate this
by transforming coordinates, however.)

)

Example: Plot a wireframe view of: f(X,Y) = XY — XY?

Step 1: Change the plot type to Hirafams and enter the function.

@(QW ™ 3 : a

OEXE3IXE@Y DEX |i7F Hirstpa, Rad
: EQ: WADRY-REYSD)(0 @Y (D3 (ENTER oer: CEN Ter: 10

DEPMD: Y' STEPS: 8

ENTER INDEPENDENT YAR NAME
EDT [|[OPTS[ERAZE[ORAM]

 

Step 2: Set the number of horizontal and vertical steps (or “frames”)
to plot.

>) 12 ENTER) () 12 ENTER)     PLOT
liefane : Rad

IRASEY-RKEY3!
INDEP: STEPS: 12
DEPMD: YY STEPS: 12

CHOOSE TYPE OF PLOT
[____[choos][OPTS[ERAZE[DRAM]
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Step 3: Set the size of the View Volume and location of the eyepoint.

    

  

 

   

es PLOT OPTIONS 5

   
H=-LEFT

 

    
      

ENTER) 1 (*/2) (ENTER purr: ENE +-hiohr: 1
ENTER) .4 (*/-) (ENTER) 4 2-LO0M: —. 4 Z-HIGH: . 4
ENTER) 0 (ENTER) 2 (*/- HE: © VE: —2  2E: 1
ENTER) 1 (ENTER EMTER MIMIMUM ¥ VIEW-YOLUME YAL

   ENT || [VAMGL]OK

Step 4: Save the settings, erase the previous plot, and draw the new

one.

CompEEETE DERN
Then @)(PICTURE) after
plotting

 

 

  
 

Step 5: Return to the plot input form and change the z-coordinate of

the eyepoint to 20 to see what the function looks like from a

“high” vantage point. (Remember that you are still looking

forwards as well as downwards at the function.)

 
 

  
 
 

 

      

ORpTE (@20 iy
ERASE DRAW
Then @&)(PICTURE) after +7 7 y oem,
plotting / / J  
 

Step 6: Return to the plot input form and change the z-coordinate

of the eyepoint to zero and the z-coordinate to -8 and

redraw the plot. This view shows the effect of changing the

horizontal component.

DFTE(0) 8 >
0 I
ERASE DEA
Then @)(PICTURE) after
plotting
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Lesson 25: Introducing the Plot Types

There are fifteen different kinds of plots that the HP 48 can draw.

Each of them is discussed in detail in the HP 48G Series User's

Guide, but the table below gives you a brief introduction to each.

HP 48 Plot Types

Plot Type and Description Example
 

Function

Plots true functions of a single

variable (y as a function of z) on
 

(Shown: y = x + sin 2x)  
an ry-coordinate system. 1

 

 
Polar

Plots polar functions ofasingle

variable (7 as afunction of ) on —
an ry-coordinate system.

(Shown: r = 2 cos 40)

 

 

 

Parametric

Plots the curve determined by

two parametric functions, x(?)

and y(t), that are combined a

complex-valued function,
 F(t) = a(t) +iv(t).

(Shown: f(t) = 3sin3t +12sin4t)
 

Differential Equation

Plots a phase plane of a

first-order differential equation at

given initial conditions. (Shown:
 yt-phase of y(t) = The — 2%)   
 

Conic

Plots both solutions to the

quadratic equation representing a

conic section.

(Shown: f(x,y) = 52% + 3% — 18) a
n
y

Nw
,   
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HP 48 Plot Types (continued)

Plot Type and Description

Truth

Plots truth-valued functions, such

as inequalities, by testing each

point in the range to determine if

the function is true or false and

that point. (Shown:
(2? + y®)mod4 < 2)
Histogram

Plots the data in a designated

column of the current statistical

matrix after it has been sorted

into numerical ranges (or bins).
A Histogram is a Bar plot where

each bar represents the number of

data points that fall into a

particular bin.

Bar

Plots the value of each data point

in a designated column of the

current statistics matrix as a

vertical bar.

Scatter

Plots the data in one column of

the current statistics matrix

versus the data in a second

column.

Slopefield

For a function, F(z,y) = z, plots

alattice of line segments whose

slopes represent the function

value (2) at their centerpoint,
(z,y). (Shown: F' = sin zy)

Plotting Equations and Analyzing Graphs 6-11
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HP 48 Plot Types (continued)

Plot Type and Description

Wireframe

Plots a perspective, wireframe

view of the surface determined by

a function of two variables.

(Shown: F = z* — 4z?y? + y*)

Pseudo-Contour

For a function, F(z, y), plots a

lattice of line segments that are

each tangent to a contour of the

function (a curve satisfying
F(x,y)=constant). This allows

your eye to pick out the contours

without actually plotting them.

(Shown: F = (2% —1)/(y* = 1))
Y-Slice

Plots a series of cross-sections of

the surface determined by the

current function of two variables

and can create an animation of

them to help you visualize a

moving slice through the surface.

(Shown: F = z* — 4z?y? + y*)
Gridmap

Plots a rectilinear grid as it is

“distorted” under the mapping of

a complex-valued function

(F(x +iy).
(Shown: F' = sin (xz +1y))

Parametric-Surface

Plots a perspective, wireframe

model of a parametrized surface

(F(u,v) =
z(u,v)i+ y(u,v)j + z(u, v)k).
(Shown: z(u,v) = sin 3z + $y;
y(u,v) = +y; z(u,v) = cos 3x.)

Example
 

 

 

 

  
 

  
 

 

   

a oo——— ARAISER AEE
Eom{FEEamEs
(172ige5es53511)
IERSCARATS
STATETas
a ~ a hy ———

ZZ LARESELITRRS

+

h

+
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Lesson 26: Finding Roots Graphically

In Lesson 17, you found all of the roots of a polynomial using the

SOLVE application. This lesson shows you how to use the special

analytic tools in the PICTURE environment to find the roots of a

function visually as well as search for other information about a

function.

Example: Plot the function, X°® + X* — 5X3 — 2X2 + X — 4, and

find its real roots.

Step 1: Begin the PLOT application and reset the plot display

options.

@0@EFOED
RESET (VM) 0K

   
   

 

TVR
EQ: PEE TT PRN)
INDEP: H-VIEW: -5.5 6.5
_AUTOSCALE Y-VIEW: -3,1 2.2

ENTER FUNCTION(S) TO PLOT
RESET]CHLC[TYPES][CAMO]OK

     
      

EB: Function :
[IE ON]

  

   

Step 2: Enter the function.

@(EauATon) PLOT
E

 

   

 

   

        
EQ: " B f) rt or n in

INDEP: ¥ H-VIEW: —56.5 6.5

_HAUTOSCALE Y-VIEW:-3,1 3.2

EMTER FUNCTION(S) TO PLOT
[E0T[cHOD:]OPT:[ERAZE[DR]

  

 

   

Step 3: Erase the “blackboard” (the PICTURE display) and draw
the function.
 

 

  

 

[200Mci.[TRACE]FCNEITJEANIL
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Step 4: You can see that there are three real roots (where the plot
crosses the z-axis, but you cannot see the whole function

very well. Zoom the vertical scale out to display the plot

better. (Vertical Zoom Out is one of 15 different kinds of

zoom available to you).

 

  

 

IN

[200ci.)[TRACE]FCMEDITJCANCL
 

 

Step 5: Find a root. Once the HP 48 finds a root, the cursor will be

positioned as close to the root as possible, the calculated

value will be shown on the display and a tagged copy of the

root placed on the Stack.

 

tl

kKOOT: -1.1B14632914
    

Step 6: Find adifferent root. Move the cursor over towards the

left-most root.

(4) as needed 1 |
 

(to redisplay the menu)

 

 | DJ
ROOT: -2.5104297636  
 

Step 7: Find the third root.

(») as needed
(to redisplay the menu) f\ |; 4

KOOT: 2.04160529082
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Lesson 27: Finding Slope, Tangents, and
Critical Points

The following examples show you other kinds of analysis you can

perform on the currently plotted function.

Example: Using the same polynomial you just plotted in the

previous lesson (X° + X* — 5X3 — 2X? + X — 4), find the

slope at # = —0.4 and draw a tangent line to the function

at x = 0.3.

Step 1: Turn on TRACE mode and move the cursor using the («)

and (») keys.

(to redisplay the menu)
PICT TRADE

(«€) and (») as needed

 

     L.§
ETREErIEEFETEETT  

 

Step 2: Display the cursor coordinates and move the cursor over

until the z-coordinate equals -0.4.

 

nr< as needed
| | |

oo1
™

n= ¥: -Y4.38464

 

    
Step 3: Find the slope.

(to redisplay the menu)
 

 

 
:

  SLOPE: 07d
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Step 4: Move the cursor to # = 0.3, and draw the line tangent to the

function at that point.

(») (7 times)
(to redisplay the menu) f\ |

THHL Tee dT

 

 

   TAMLIME: 'Y=-1.4015%#-3.58402"
 

Example: Determine the point where the current function has a

local maximum in the region near the y-axis.

Step 1: Magnify the display to show the target region more clearly.

Move the cursor to one corner of the target region and use

Box Zoom.

(A) (3 times) (€) (6 times)
(to redisplay the menu)

FICT ZOOM BOXZ
(¥) (5 times) (») (12 times)

 

 ef
 

 

[| [thNcL[200K)

Step 2: Execute the zoom, move the cursor near the local maximum

point, and find an extremum.
 

Sa

=UL
(») or (4) as needed

nu

EXTRM: (159483706477.-3.91091B8662!    
Step 3: Return to the stack. Notice that each of the analytic

functions put a labeled result onto the stack.

 

(CANCEL) (several times) Jt Slope: BYE
iLehine: 'Y=—1.40A1..

6477.3...
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Lesson 28: Areas Under Curves

The AEEA command in the PICTURE FCN menu finds a definite

integral based on the current function. That is, it calculates and

displays the area between the current function and the x-axis between

two x-values you designate.

Example: Find the area under the current polynomial

(X° +X —-5X3 2X2 +X — 4) between z = —2.2 and

|
mbm

Step 2: Use Decimal Zoom to force each horizontal pixel to be

equivalent to 0.1 units. Then move the cursor to x = —2.2

(the lower limit), and mark it. Note the use of the
multiplication key (X) to “mark” a cursor position.

am
| |

Step 1: Reopen PLOT and redraw the polynomial.

@OE
3 (0) (ENTER) 3 (ENTER) (5)
12°) (ENTER) 12 (ENTER)
ERASE DEAN

 

     Se]

ETT]FERS
   

 

ZDECT TH.
(») or (4) as needed

(X) (to mark the cursor position)
 

Hh: -d.g@ ¥: -1.90476E-1   
Step 3: Find the selected area. Note that for finding the numerical

integral, the shading is for display purposes only and is

entirely optional.

(») (7 times) i |
 

(to redisplay the menu)

FCH RARER
 

 
Te

AREA: 5.80050916666   
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Step 4: Optional. Shade the area between the current function and

the z-axis, and between the z-values represented by the

mark and the cursor. Note that the shading is for display

purposes only and is entirely optional to the process of

finding the area under a curve.

 

   

 

 

 

[200M[3.72 [TRACE] FEMEDITJCANCL
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7
Calculus, Statistics and Advanced
Mathematics
 

This chapter shows you a few examples of the high-powered

mathematics of which the HP 48 is capable. The examples you’ll

explore are:

>

>

>

Finding symbolic derivatives.

Finding symbolic integrals.

Entering and summarizing data.

Performing a regression analysis on a set of data.

Solving the initial-value problem for a first-order differential

equation.

Plotting a phase plane for a differential equation.

Finding the eigenvalues of a matrix.
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Lesson 29: Finding Derivatives

Example: Find the slope of f(z) = 52% — S at = 1.

Step 1: Select Differentiate from the SYMBOLIC menu.

@oi)
ne

    
    
  
  

4%DIFFERENTIATE 3

VAR:
RESULT: Sumbolic

  

  

  
EMTER EXPRESSION
ELIT [CHODE][STEPJEANCL]OK

Step 2: Enter the expression.

@(UAT) 5 @X FF) 2B)
D6@X

    DIFFERENTIATE 2
LA, EDEN]
“i==r    

     
     

  

 
VAR:
RESULT: Symbolic

  
  
ENTER EXPRESSION
ECT [CHODE][STEPJEANCL]OF

Step 3: Enter the variable of differentiation.

(M) @)X (ENTER)    

 

 

5 DIFFERENTIATE 3
DEXTE-BSR!

 

      

  

VAR: ¥
RESULT: EENI==) =  

 

    

  
CHOOSE RESULT TYPE
|[cHODE][STEPJERNiL|Ok |

Step 4: Because you want a numerical derivative, make sure that

Humeic is displayed in the RESULT: field.

(if necessary)
   

    

   
    

  
43 DIFFERENTIATE 3
SERMZ-6SR

   

  

EXPE:
VAR: ¥
RESULT: [FOEa=
VALLE:

CHOOSE RESULT TYPE
|___[cHoos][STEP[ANGL]OK
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Step 5: Enter the value at which you are evaluating the derivative,

and calculate.

M5 EER)    
Example: Find the symbolic derivative of f(z) = 52? — >

Step 1: Reselect Differentiate... from the SYMBOLIC menu

and repeat the previous example, making sure to set the

RESULTS: field to Sumbol ic.

@) (cvvBOLIC) (VY) (ENTER 3% DIFFERENTIATE 558
EXPR: 'S¥K2-6-K!AEen(ENTER) vik: 3

ecessary) RESULT: ENT=A

 

CHOOSE RESULT TYPE
[___[STEPJEANCL]OK

 

Step 2: Calculate the symbolic derivative.

ok 1: IF(25K)+602
MECTR[MATE]LIZTHYPREALEASE      
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Lesson 30: Finding Integrals

The examples in this lesson illustrate how to find numerical and

symbolic integrals.

Example: Evaluate:

1

/ (2X — 6X* +5)dX
0

Step 1: Select Irmtegrate from the SYMBOLIC menu.

conc)      
YAR: LD: HI:
RESULT: Symbolic

 

   
    

 

EMTER EXPRESSION
ECT JcHOO:]|[CAML]OK

 

Step 2: Enter the integrand.

@D(EQUATION) 2 (@)X (2) 6

@X D4)D5 ENTER)

 

 

     

   

  
YAR: LD:
RESULT: Sumbolic

ENTER EXPRESSION
ECT [CHOOSE]|JeAMCL]OK

Step 3: Enter the variable and limits of integration.

(¥) @X (ENTER)

 

 

   
 

    7 2% INTEGRATE
EXPR: ' 2¥H—-E¥N"4+5'

 

         
0 (ENTER WAR: LD: HE 1

1 (ENTER RESULT: EN==B=  

 

  
    CHOOSE RESULT TYPE
[|[cHoDE]|JeRNiL]OK
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Step 4: Change the RESULT: field to Humeric, if necessary.

(if necessary)
   
 

   
2: INTEGRATE 3553

E4PR: '2¥X-E6¥K"4+5!
VAR: LO: B Hi: 1
RESULT: [RIESa
NUMEER FORMAT: Std

CHOOSE RESULT TYPE
cHODs|]|JiAMCL]OK

           
    

 
  

 

Step 5: When you want to perform a numeric integration, the

number of digits in current display mode is used to estimate

an accuracy factor. Higher accuracy factors require more

calculation time. Ztyields the highest accuracy factor, and

Fix 8) Soi 8 or Ema 8 the lowest. Change to Zoi 5 and

compute the integration.

(¥) °F)(until Sci is displayed)

®)5 HE

Press @@)(VODES) FMT ETL to restore Std display mode.

1: 4. SHEEEEA
VECTR[MATE]LISTHYPREALEASE]        

Example: Evaluate:

/ (a’X — X?)dX
0

(If you’ve already used the variable a in another
example, you need to purge a before continuing. Press

@(ror) @E@A FURE OK)
Step 1: Select Imt emirate and enter the integrand.

(EQUATION) (@)@@A 2

PEXO@X D3

 

 

     YAR: LD:
REZULT: Sumbolic  

     ENTER EXPRESSION
ELIT JCHOO=]|JAMIL]OK |
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Step 2: Enter the variable and limits of integration.

M) (@)X z= #8 INTEGRATE 5
EXPE: 32xX=N"~D!

0 VAR: LD: @ HE: 3A RESULT: ENT

CHOOSE RESULT TYPE
CHOOZ]|JeRNeL]DK

 

Step 3: Turn on symbolic mode, if necessary, and evaluate the

 

 

integral.

LBnecessary) £HOME 3

R= [a =O(+/+)%s
fairl) I+aTexin"go7) |
(k=
SERNra2x

MECTRIMATE]LISTHYP[RERL[EASE]
 

Step 4: Simplify the expression by collecting terms until it doesn’t

simplify further.

P(SYMBOOLIC) LOL. ERT“a 1: ', 25%a"4!
CEHov COLCT]EXPAIZ0L|@UADSHOTHYLE]     
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Lesson 31: Data and Statistics

Statistical data for the HP 48 are represented by matrices. Such a

matrix contains a row for each data point and a columnfor each

variable measured at that point.

 

 

  

var vars var,

pointy x11 Z12 Tim

pointy x21 Zao Tom

pomty Ini Ino Tnm  
 

The Statistics application uses the data stored in the current statistical

matrix, stored in reserved variable YDAT. You change the current

statistical matrix each time you work with a different set of data.

Example: Find the mean and standard deviation for each variable in

the following set of sample data. The two variables are

the consumer price index (CPI) and the producer price
index (PPI) for the United States over a 5-year period:

Step 1:

C0)
fie

Select Zimole—uwar. .

Year CPI PPI

1 91 9.2

2 58 4.6

3 6.5 6.1

4 76 7.8

5 11.5 19.3

. from the STAT menu.

 

[iSINGLE-YARIABELE =TATISTICEwa
EDAT: coL: i
TYPE: Sample
_ MEAN _ STD DEV _ VARIANCE
_TOTAL  _ MAXIMUM _ MINIMUM

EMTER STATISTICAL DATA

 

EOT [CHOOZ]|[CANCL]OK
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Step 2: If you had already entered this data set (as a matrix) and

 

stored it with a name, pressing CHIE would allow you to

select it now for statistical analysis. However, to enter new

data, you must create a new data matrix now. Call up the

MatrixWriter and enter the data.
 

   

   
   

   

 
 

@)(VATRIX) HE SINGLE-VARIAELE STATISTICS Bag
9.1 (ENTER) 9.2 (ENTER) (V) Tr EM col:

2.8 (sPC) 4.6 (SPC) 6.5 (SPC) 6.1 _MEAN  _3TD DEY _ VARIANCE
(SPC) 7.6 7.8 11.5 _TOTHL _MAKIMUM _ MINIMUM
(SPC) 19.3 (SPQ) ENTER STHTISTICHL DATA

[EOIT[CHODS]|JCANGL]OK 

 

Step 3: By default the column for which you will be calculating the

mean and standard deviation shows i (i.e. the CPI data).
Accept the default for now. Put a check-mark next to each

statistic that you want to calculate, and press {ik to

calculate. The labeled results are put onto the stack.

BD © 1: Std Dey: =n
2. 2rebbIe3atr

MECTRIMATE]LISTHYPREALEASE
 

Step 4: Repeat the procedure for the PPI, this time changing the

column number to =.

     @®CAT) oo 2 Std Deu: Mean: 9.4

®)2ENTER) (1) wit (9) 2 5905609495
* VECTE[MATE]LIZT |HYP |REAL |EASE |
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Lesson 32: Regression Analysis of Paired Data

The HP 48 can fit any one of four statistical models to a set of data

pairs. Once again the data must be in the ¥DAT matrix.

Example: Using the same data as the previous example, calculate

the correlation and covariance between the CPI and PPI

variables using the best-fitting regression model (of the

four available). Then predict the PPI value for a CPI
value of 8.5 using the calculated model.

Step 1: Open the STAT application and select Fit

@®C
)

OO
ok

 

    

  

   

 

 

FHFIT DATASE

 

DAT:
w-coL: i wero:2
MODEL: Linear Fit

 

ENTER STATISTICAL DATA
TCT (RTTIWT(TTTA  

Step 2: Check your regression options. The correct data is in XDAT

already. The two variables that you wish to compare,

CPI and PPI, are located in columns 1 and 2 of ¥DAT,

respectiyely, so make sure that #-i{iL.& contains 1 and

Hs contains Z. Change the regression model type to

 

 

    
   

 

  

WM (VW) CHOOSE (A)

 

GE FIT DATASE
T0AT: [[L 9.1 9.21 [ .
H-coL: 1 v-cOL: 2
MODEL: [SIEAA

  

CHOOSE STATISTICAL MODEL
|[cHoo:[[PRED[cami]OK 
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Step 3: Enter the target value for CPI (z-variable) and predict the
PPI value (y-variable) using the best-fitting model. Note
that the HP 48 determined that an Exponent ial model

has the best fit (i.e the highest correlation coefficient of any
of the fouren

    
 

      

  
   

a % PREDICT VALUES 358
aT: [[ 9.1 9.2 1]
¥-coL: 1 y-coL: 2
osExponent §ia

 

   
ENTER DEP VALUE OF PRESS
Si IEE

Step 4: Put the computed regression model, along with the

correlation coefficient and covariance, onto the stack.

 

   

£HOME }

3: '1,2346138924+ERXPL..
2: Correlation: .987%.
1: Covariance:

1.21332685264
MECTR[MATE]LISTHYPREAL[EASE
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Lesson 33: Differential Equations

The examples in this lesson show you how to solve an initial-value

problem for a first-order differential equation and how to plot a phase

plane solution of a differential equation.

Example: Find y(t) for t = 8 where Y/(T) = ToT —2Y? and

Y (0) = 0. Find the answer to within an error tolerance of
1077.

Step 1: Select Zomlue diff 29... in the SOLVE application.

©) -0LvE) (WY) (ENTER FE SOLVE V'(T)=F(T.V) 3
F:

INDE: % INIT: B  FINAL:G. 5
SOLN: YY INIT: @ FINAL:
TOL: , BAEA1 STEP: DF 11 _ STIFF

| ENTER FUNCTION OF INDEP AND SOLM
EOIT [CHOOZ]|[INIT+

 

Step 2: Enter the right hand expression (1372 — 2Y?) into F. Notice
that the variables appear in the menu as soon as you begin

the command line, so that you can use them as typing aids.

OI@DIBV@TE
202 YD?
ENTER) (o) T (ENTER)

    
 

  

  
   
  

 

SE SOLVE Y'(TI=FCT.Y) 88
F "1/C1+T202%"
INpER: T INIT: [Eli FiNGL:E. 5S
SOLN: INIT: B FINAL:
TOL: , BBEA1 STEP: Df 11 _STIFF

ENTER INITIAL INDEP VAR VALLE
TR INITE

  

   
      

Step 3: Check the remaining fields. You are using the default values

for the solution (%') variable name as well as for the initial
values (& and #). You can use the default value for ZTEF:

(the iterative step size) as well. Change the final value for T
to &, and the tolerance to 1E~7.

(>) 8 (ENTER BE SOLVE Y'(TI=FOT.¥) 358
F: "1AC1+T20-252!WM1EX)T INDER: T INIT: B FINAL: 3
OLN: YY INIT: @ FINAL:
TOL: , BABR,, STEP: [IEA _ STIFF

ENTER INITIAL STEP SIZE
[ET]||[INIT+[SOLVE]
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(A) (>) slVE

il..# solution field and solve the problem.

   

  

  
    
    

 

 

SHEE SOLVE VITRO.)EE
F: '1-014TH20-2%Y"2!
INDEF: T INIT: @ FINAL: 3
SOLN: YY INIT: @ FINAL:[FTE
TOL: , BEA, STER: Df 11 _=TIFF

PRESS SOLVE FOR FINAL SOLM YALUE
Emr] || INIT+

 

 

 

Step 5: Exit the SOLVE application and view the solution on the

stack.

NXT f Iolerence: . HHHAAR
Solutio
12337920063

MECTR]MATE]LISTHYPREALEASE]
      

Example: Plot the solution of the previous differential equation (Y)
with respect to time (T) from ¢ = 0 to t = 8.

Step 1: Open the PLOT application and select the i ¢# Ex plot

type. Notice that, as a shortcut for choosing a plot type,

typing x brings up the next (or only) plot type beginning

with the letter D.

®o@
@D

  

 

 
    
  
           

  

EEria VOTISFOTND sess

 

THRE &: Deg
vriY
IMDEP: T INIT: FINAL: 2
SOLM: % IMIT: @ _ TIFF

CHOOSE TYRE OF PLOT
|____[cHoD:] [OPT:[ERASEDRA]

  

Step 2: The proper equation is still in the F: field. Change the final

value to 8 if necessary.

OJ(=) 8 (ENTER)
  

    

      

    
  

 

  
SESEPLOT VOTISFOTY)SE
PE: Diff Eq i Deg
F: '1/01+TH20-2%Y2"
INDER: T INIT: @ FINAL:
sou: Flt: B _ STIFF

EMTER SOLUTION YAK NAME
EDT] |[OPT[ERASE[DAL]
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Step 3: Change to the Plot Options form to set the tolerance (107),
the horizontal plotting range (-1 to 8), and the vertical
plotting range (-0.5 to 1). Other option values are the same
as the defaults for this example.

 

ELSER DF 1hgies
H-YAR: @  H-WIEW: —1 2
y-vak: 1 V-YIEW: —, 5 1
H-Tick: [5] v-TIck: 18 # PIXELS

ENTER HORIZONTAL TICK SPACING
ENT] ||[CAMEL]OK

 

Step 4: Set the option changes, erase the picture display, and draw

the plot.

     

   EE]CEEIITT
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Lesson 34: Linear Algebra

The HP 48 includes a number of useful linear algebra commands

in the MTH MATRIX command menu. You will find commands

for finding the determinant, inverse, transpose, rank, trace, spectral

radius and norm, condition number, eigenvalues, and eigenvectors of a

matrix. Additionally, you can compute the reduced row echelon form

of a matrix and decompose appropriate matrices using any of several

different decompositions (LU, LQ, QR, Schur, and single-value).

While you should consult chapter 14 of the HP 48G Series User’s

Guide for details about these commands, try the following example as

a sample.

Example: Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrix A:

-2 2 3

A=] 2 1 —-6

-1 -2 0

Step 1: Using the Matrix Writer, enter matrix A onto the stack.

1: [[ -2 2 -3_1
[ 21-61]        

    
[ -1 -2 B 11

(ENTER) (¥) 2 (ENTER) 1 (ENTER) propryiNMTCECE

Step 2: Find the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the matrix.

201.510 [2
: [ -3 5-31]
IEECTEETETTTe       

The eigenvectors are shown on level 2 and the eigenvalues on level 1.

The related command, EGVL, computes only the eigenvalues.
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Special Features
 

This chapter shows you how to:

» Transfer objects between two HP 48s using the infrared port.

» Find and use an equation set from the built-in Equation Library.

» Attach, detach and use libraries.
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Lesson 35: Transferring Objects Via Infrared

The HP 48 has both wired and infrared serial input/output ports

to allow you to transfer objects to and from other devices—printers,

computers, and other HP 48s.

Serial transfer requires the optional Serial Interface Cable (see
your HP dealer). Infrared transfer between two HP 48s, can be

accomplished quickly and easily without any additional equipment.

To transfer an object from one HP 48 to another:

1. Line up the infrared ports by lining up the A marks (near the

Hewlett-Packard logo just above the display). The calculators

should be no farther apart than 2 inches.
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2. Receiver.

m Change to the directory where the new object is to be stored.

m Press ®Ak

  
  

 

m Select & ; MF 4% from the menu and press [iE .

3. Sender.

m Press®c

m Select : = HF 48, .. from the menu and press{ik

n Type or : the name of the object to be transferred into the

Efield.

m Press mE RD
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Lesson 36: Using an Equation Set from the
Equation Library

The Equation Library is a collection of equations and commands that

enable you to solve simple science and engineering problems. The

library consists of more than 300 equations grouped into 15 technical

subjects containing more than 100 problem titles. Each problem

title contains one or more equations that help you solve that type of

problem.

Example: Examine the equation set for Frojsot ile Mol ion.

Step 1: Fix the display to 2 decimal places and then open the EQ

     
   

 

  

LIB application. (If#1®and LiMITs aren’t flagged with

small squares, press each of the corresponding menu keys

once.)

@)(ODES) (@)F (») 2 (ENTER) EQUATION LIBRARY
ENTER EEE

@®ca
Forces and Eneray
Gases
Heat Transfer 1
EETLTDTE

     

Step 2: Select the Mot ior subject area and open its catalog.

@M (VETER)
 

 

        

   

      

   

Ject in Free Fa
Projectile Motion
Angular Motion
Circular Motion
Terminal Velocity |!
ETNETETTETEXTA

 

    

 

Step 3: Select Frost ile Mot ion and look at the diagram that

describes the problem.

MM™ Fit
 

LH

   
  

3
pm Fy ee]

[OLN |EQN |WARS |PIC[PICT]EXIT |
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Step 4: View the five equations in the Froisct ile Mot ion set.

All five are used interchangeably in order to solve for missing
variables (see the next example).
 

       
EGH  HEEZ HES 5S OFS ¥
MAER HEED a

R=SIN(2:88)

[ZOLN[NREARS]PIC[+STH]EXIT |

Step 5: Examine the variables used by this equation set.

 

MARE 2 PROJECTILE MOTION 33
A: init w—position(A) and (¥) as needed i final x-position

init y-positionya: i 11.1
a final y-position
A: initial angle.

vA: initial velocity 1
ETEEREEEEEEESTEEE

 

Now try using this equation set to answer a question or two.

Example: You estimate that an average professional goalkeepers can

punt a soccer ball a distance (R) of 65 meters downfield
at an elevation angle (6) of 50 degrees. At what velocity
(vp) do they kick it? How high is the ball halfway through

its flight? How far could they drop kick the ball if they

used the same kicking velocity, but changed the elevation

angle to 30 degrees? (Ignore the effects of drag on the

ball.)

Step 1: Start solving the problem.

=O PROJECTILE MOTION
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Step 2: Enter the known values. Define z0 and y0 as 0. Notice that

the menu labels turn black as you store values.
 
 

 0 HET UTE TT 50 Rf 65_m
HB (NXT)60: KE    

  

   

 
 

=
I

 

 

EECaa.

Step 3: Solve for the velocity, vy. Notice that pressing the left-shifted

version of a variable’s menu key causes the HP 48 to solve

for it.

&Ya 2
1: vB: 25.44_mss
Codv10ICTIDES

Step 4: Recall the range, R, divide by 2 to get the halfway distance,

and enter that as the z-coordinate. Notice that pressing the

right-shifted version of a variable’s menu key causes the

HP 48 to recall its value to the stack. (The small square next
to the FE on the menu label indicates that it was used in the

previous calculation.)

 

 

 

®Fr = xi 32.58_m
2 3) (NXT) (NXT) 41

3:
ct

1: vH: 25.494_m-s
ETT7TE  

 

Step 5: Solve for the height y. Notice that the HP 48 finds values

for other variables as needed (shown by the small squares) in
order to solve for the specified variable.

gg Ls a. 7.1
®&.7 LA IATLM
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Step 6: Enter the new value for the elevation angle (30 degrees),

store the previously computed initial velocity (vp), and then

solve for R.

30 Bow 1: R: 57.16_m
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Lesson 37: Adding and Using Libraries

A library is a collection of pre-programmed commands that act as

extensions to the built-in command set. The HP 48 does not have the

built-in capacity to create libraries, but it can install and use libraries
that have been created elsewhere (on other computers) and transferred
to the HP 48.

If you have an HP 48G model, you must download a library into

your machine using either the infrared port (from another HP 48) or
the serial port (from a personal computer). Refer to chapter 27 of

HP 48G Series User’s Guide for details about serial port transfer.

If you have an HP 48GX model, you have the additional option of

installing a plug-in card containing the library into one of the two

expansion card slots. Refer to chapter 28 of HP /8G Series User's

Guide for more details about plug-in cards.

Libraries, like any other object, can be placed on the stack or stored in

user memory. However, libraries cannot be used while stored on the

stack or in user memory.

To use a library, it must be:

m Stored in port memory (Port 0 for the HP 48G or Ports 0-32 for the

HP 48GX). All libraries that are distributed on plug-in cards are

already in port memory whenever the card is installed in its slot.

Libraries that are downloaded into the current directory must be

moved into port memory by you.

m Attached to a directory. Most libraries are self-attaching—that is,

they automatically attach themselves to the HOME directory as

soon as you turn on the HP 48 again after installing them in port

memory. Others will need to be explicitly attached by you.

To store a library into port memory manually:

1. Put the library object on the stack. (Note its number and name.)

2. Enter the port number for storing the library (0, 1, 2, ... 32).

3. Press (STO).
4. Optional: Purge the original library object from user memory.
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To attach a library to user memory manually:

1. Change to the directory to which you want to attach the library.

m To access the library from all directories, move to HOME.

m To limit access, move to the desired directory. The library will be

available only in this directory and its subdirectories.

2. Enter the library identifier for the library—it has the form

i port: number, where number is a unique number associated with

the library.

3. Press @([ERARY) (NXT)
There is no limit to the number of libraries that can be attached to

the HOME directory. However, every other directory is limited to one

attached library.

 

To use a library that is attached in the current path:

1. Press (@)(LIERARY). This brings up the Library Catalog, a menu of
all currently available libraries. This is similar to the way the

key brings up a menu of all variables in the current directory.

2. Press or (@) (PREV) as necessary to find the desired library.

3. Press the menu key corresponding to the desired library to open the

menu of commands contained in the library.

To detach a library from a directory:

1. Change to the directory where the library is attached.

Enter the unique library number for the library you are detaching.

Press @) (LIBRARY) : to detach it from the current directory.

Press (@) (LIBRARY) and examine the menu. The library should
have disappeared. If it didn’t, it may be attached to a second

directory in the current path.

 

w
o

To purge a library from memory:

1. Make sure that the library is no longer attached to any directory.

Detach it, if necessary.

2. Type in the library identifier (port: number) for the library you

want to remove and press © (RCL).

3. Press @)(MEMORY) to remove any temporary references to

the library.

4. Press @(PURG) to remove the library from memory.
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9
If Things Go Wrong
 

Whenever you run into problems—either following examples in this

manual or solving your own problems—you can use these hints to get

back on track.

 

Lesson 38: Error Messages

The HP 48 indicates that it can’t do something by sounding a beep

(if the beeper is enabled) and displaying a error message. A complete

list of these messages and their meanings can be found in Appendix

B of the HP 48G Series User’s Guide. Clear the message by pressing

(or any other key).

Here are the meanings of four of the more common error messages:

Bad Argument Tupe. You tried to do something to or with an object

that isn’t valid for that kind of operation. For example, dividing by a

text string causes this error.

Too Few Araument 2. You tried to do something without supplying

the calculator with enough stack arguments. For example, executing

with only one number on the stack causes this error.

Irmeslid Card Data. The HP 48 cannot read data stored on a

plug-in card you inserted. However, you will also see this message

whenever a RAM card contains ports you've never used. Press

@&D (LIBRARY) (NXT) FIHITto initialize all available RAM ports. This

does not affect data already stored on the card.

 

Undeined Mame, The HP 48 attempted to execute a command that

requires numeric arguments and found a symbolic argument it could

not convert into a number. If the command should accept symbolic

arguments, then perhaps the Numeric Results flag (-3) is set (press
@)(ODEs) FLAGto check). Clear it and try again.
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Lesson 39: Troubleshooting

If the HP 48 is stuck in an unfamiliar state:

m Press several times, until you see the normal stack display.

To undo a mistake:

m To remove the last result and get back the original data, press

@)(1100) (above the key).
m To clear stack level 1, press (DROP).

m To clear the entire stack, press (CLEAR).
m To retrieve a previous command line you executed (so you can

change it or execute it again), press (@)(CVD (above the key).
m To keep the last result and get back the original data, press

@00)
To reset all calculator operating modes without erasing memory:

If the calculator doesn’t respond when you press the keys:

1. Press several times.
2. If the keyboard is “locked,” or the XE annunciator won’t turn off,

perform a system halt:

a. Press and hold (ON).

b. Press and release the “C” menukey.

c. Release (ON). The empty stack display should appear.

3. If the HP 48 doesn’t respond to the system halt from the keyboard,

try to halt the system directly (without using the keyboard), as

described on page 5-17 of HP 8G Series User's Guide.

4. If the problemstill exists, perform a memory reset. (See page 5-17

of HP }8G Series User’s Guide.)

If these steps fail to restore operation, the calculator requires service.

To reset the calculator (and erase all memory):

1. If there’s anything in memory you want to keep, don’t reset the

calculator.

2. Press and hold (ON).
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3. At the same time, press the left and right menu keys (A and F),

then release them.

4. Release the key.

5. Press Hil

The above steps also erase the contents of a plug-in RAM card—but

only if its RAM is merged with the calculator’s main memory.

If the calculator won’t turn on:

1. Press and release (ON).

2. If the display is still blank, hold down and press several

times until characters become visible; then release (ON). If no

characters appear in the display, check for too light of a display.

3. If nothing appears in the display, install three new AAA batteries,

as described under “Changing Batteries” in Appendix A of

HP 48G Series User’s Guide. Then repeat the previous steps.

4. If changing the batteries did not solve the problem, turn the HP 48

over. Remove the top right (as you face the bottom of the machine)
rubber foot. You should see a small hole with the letter R next to

it. Insert the end of an ordinary metal paper clip into the hole as

far as it goes. Hold for one second and remove. Press (ON). Repeat
the previous steps.

 

    (© s2K128K ONLY Rh A
(® 1 |Resethole

5. If all of this doesn’t work, your calculator needs repair. Contact the

HP Calculator Support department (see the inside back cover).
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If you suspect that your calculator is malfunctioning:

1. Run the self-test:

a. Turn on the calculator.

b. Press and hold (ON).
c. Press and release the “E” menukey.

d. Release (ON). The diagnostic self-test tests the internal ROM

and RAM, and generates various patterns in the display. The

test repeats continuously until you perform a system halt.

2. Halt the self-test (system halt):
a. Press and hold (ON).

b. Press and release the “C” key (the key with C next to it).
c. Release (ON). The empty stack display should appear.

If the self-test indicates an internal ROM or RAM failure (if IFO Qi
and IFAM OF are not displayed), the calculator requires service.

If the calculator passes the self-test, you may have made a mistake

operating the calculator. Reread appropriate sections of the

documentation and “Answers to Common Questions” in Appendix A

of the HP 48G Series User’s Guide.
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Contacting Hewlett-Packard

 

For Information about Using the Calculator. If you have
questions about how to use the calculator that are not covered in

this guide, first check the table of contents, the subject index,

and “Answers to Common Questions” in appendix A of the

HP J8G Series User’s Guide. If you can’t find an answer in

either manual, you can contact the Calculator Support

Department:

Hewlett-Packard

Calculator Support

1000 N.E. Circle Blvd.

Corvallis, OR 97330, U.S.A.

(503) 757-2004 (Mon.—Fri., 8:00am—3:00pm Pacific time)
(503) 750-3628 FAX

For Hardware Service. See appendix A of the HP 8G Series

User’s Guide for diagnostic instructions and information on

obtaining service. But, before you send your unit for service,

please call HP Calculator Support at the number listed below.

Hewlett-Packard

Corvallis Service Center

1030 N.E. Circle Blvd.

Corvallis, OR 97330, U.S.A.

(503) 757-2004 (HP Calculator Support)

If you are outside the United States, see appendix A for

information on locating the nearest service center.

HP Calculator Bulletin Board System. The Bulletin Board

provides for the exchange of software and information among HP

calculator users, developers, and distributors. It operates at

300/1200/2400/9600/14400 baud, full duplex, no parity, 8 bits, 1
stop bit. The telephone number is (503) 750-4448. The Bulletin
Board is a free service—you pay for only the long-distance

telephone charge.

The Bulletin Board also supports telnet and anonymous ftp

sessions at this internet address: hpcvbbs.externalhp.com.   
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